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Vigilant Ace: South Korea, US launch largest air exercise
South Korea and United States have launched Vigilant Ace, their largest- ever joint
aerial drills. The exercise comes after North Korea tested Hwasong-15, its most
advanced and powerful Inter Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) as a part of its
weapon programme.



India Re-Elected To International Maritime Organisation Council
India has been re-elected to the Council of the International Maritime Organisation
under a category that represents nations with the largest interests in international sea
borne trade. India was re-elected to the council under Category B at an assembly of
the organisation at its headquarters in London. Indian High Commissioner to the UK Y
K Sinha represented India at the assembly where India secured the second-highest
number of votes (144) from member countries, just after Germany's 146 and ahead
of Australia's 143.



Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) signs two Indian Advance Pricing Agreements
The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) has entered into 2 Bilateral Advance Pricing
Agreements (APAs) during the month of November, 2017. These Agreements are the
first ever Bilateral APAs with The Netherlands. With the signing of these Agreements,
the total number of APAs entered into by the CBDT has gone up to 186. This includes
171 Unilateral APAs and 15 Bilateral APAs.These two APAs pertain to the Electronics
and Technology sectors of the economy.



Ajeya Warrior-2017: Indo-UK combined military exercise held in Rajasthan
Ajeya Warrior is a joint exercise between the armies of India and UK. The exercise will
be conducted from 13 June to 28 June 2015 at Westdown Camp, Salisbury Plains
Training Area, UK. The Exercise is held biannually in the two countries, alternatively.
The aim of the Exercise is to build and promote positive military relations between
Indian and UK Army and to enhance their ability to undertake joint tactical level
operations in Counter Insurgency/Counter Terrorism Environment under United
Nations Charter.



India signs techno-commercial agreement with ADIF, Spain
India and Spain signed a technical cooperation agreement yeserday which would,
among other things, provide an institutional mechanism for mutual cooperation in the
field of urban transport, especially in implementation of the Regional Rapid Transit
System (RRTS) in the National Capital Region (NCR).

November-2017


China-Mongolia-Russia corridor
The China-Mongolia-Russia corridor is one of the six major corridors envisioned by
China’s One Belt One Road Initiative. The project seeks to improve infrastructure links
between the three countries, reduce freight times, and create new sea and land-based
export routes for Mongolian natural resources. It also aims to reduce bureaucratic
barriers at the border and provide a shorter route for Russian freight to Pacific ports
via Mongolia.



Brexit Talks Stall on the Issue of Northern Ireland Border
The future of Northern Ireland’s border with the Republic of Ireland has become a
pressing issue in Brexit talks. Negotiations for the United Kingdom’s departure from
the European Union have not yet clarified if Northern Ireland will continue to have an
open border with the Republic of Ireland or if it will revert to a hard border, complete
with customs and immigration controls.
The Irish government has threatened to block further negotiations if an open border
is not formally guaranteed. For its part, the EU has called on the UK government to
propose a solution to the Northern Ireland border issue before proceeding to the next
step of Brexit negotiations.
There are concerns that a hard border could reignite violent conflict on the island.
While Brexit proponents downplay the issue by promising to keep the border open,
the dispute could still undermine upcoming Brexit talks if left unresolved, particularly
talks on a post-Brexit trade deal. This risk is underscored by the fact that Ireland will
have an opportunity to veto any final agreement reached between EU and UK
negotiators.



Saudi Arabia's Anti-Corruption Windfall
With recent news that a second luxury hotel has been mysteriously booked up the
Saudi authorities, supposedly for wealthy suspects in the country’s on-going anticorruption purge, it appears increasingly obvious that a goal of the purge is to raise
revenue for the Saudi state. According to insiders, Saudi suspects being held as part of
the Kingdom’s crackdown have been offered agreements to transfer their assets to
the government in exchange for the charges against them being dropped. In other
cases, wealthy businessmen and officials are transferring funds from their personal
accounts directly to government controlled ones. The Kingdom’s officials maintain
that they expect to eventually recover $100bn this way. The corruption probe has
even been widened to look into military officials, which could prove embarrassing for
close allies in places like London, which have defense agreements going back decades
with Riyadh. Fixing the depleted Saudi treasury is seen as an urgent objective for Saudi
Arabia’s young reformist Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman.



India and Russia sign comprehensive anti-terror pact
India and Russia have signed comprehensive anti-terror pact agreement for enhancing
bilateral cooperation in tackling all forms of terrorism and count. The agreement was
signed by Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh and Russia’s Interior Minister Vladimir
Kolokoltsev in Moscow after they held wide-ranging talks. Both countries emphasized
the need to the strength of the relationship between them which has been
consolidated in past 70 years in all areas. They also agreed that terrorism must be
fought unitedly and there were no good or bad terrorists.



India and Greece sign Air Services Agreement
India and Greece have signed Air Services Agreement (ASA) and MoU on Cooperation
(MoC) in the field of New and Renewable Energy.The agreements were signed after
bilateral talks between External Affairs Minister (EAM) Sushma Swaraj and her visiting
counterpart Minister for Foreign Affairs of Greece Nikos Kotzias in New Delhi. ASA is
signed between countries to decide on a number of flights that airlines can fly into
each other’s countries.

October-2017


Saudi Arabia to Allow Women into Sports Stadiums from 2018
Turki Al-Asheikh, Chairman of the General Sports Authority of Saudi Arabia announced
that Saudi women will now be able to attend sports events in stadiums starting from
2018.The move is aimed at empowering and engaging women in the society as an
integral part of the development process. All these changes support Saudi Arabia's
“Vision 2030” plan for economic and social reforms.



India Sends 1st Wheat Shipment to Afghanistan via Chabahar port
Iran's key strategic port of Chabahar became operational with the maiden shipment
of wheat from India to Afghanistan. It was flagged off from Kandla port in Gujarat. This
is a major push for India's Afghan outreach bypassing Pakistan for the first time under
the 2016 Indo-Afghan-Iran trilateral pact. Chabahar port is strategically located in
Sistan-Balochistan province on energy-rich Iran’s southern coast in Gulf of Oman near
its border with Pakistan and can be easily accessed from India’s western coast.



India and World Bank Signed $200 Million Loan Agreement for Assam
The Government of India and the World Bank signed a $200 million Loan Agreement
for the Assam Agribusiness and Rural Transformation Project. The Project will support
Assam to facilitate agri-business investments, increase agricultural productivity and
market access. The Project will be implemented in over 16 Districts of Assam. Over
500,000 farming households will directly benefit from the Project.

September-2017



India and Norway Extends Bilateral Cooperation
India and Norway have extended bilateral cooperation in the health sector through
the Norway-India Partnership Initiative for a period of three years starting 2018. Union
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
signed a letter of intent recently. The Partnership Initiative now extends to Jammu and
Kashmir and four other States- Bihar, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan are
already covered under it.



India Jumps to 14th Rank as Best Country for Expats HSBC Survey
According to the HSBC survey, India placed at global rankings by 12 places to take the
14th spot in terms of best country for expats to live and work. The list is part of HSBC's
latest 'expat explorer survey' that covered 27,587 expats from 159 countries and
territories in March and April 2017. About 71 percent expats in India reported high
levels of confidence in the local economy, while 58 percent exuded optimism on
political stability.



Russia and US Partner to Build 1st Ever Space Station Near Moon
Russian and the United States space agencies, Roscosmos and NASA, have agreed to
jointly build a "deep space gateway", the first-ever astronaut-tended space station
around the Moon. It would help prepare for manned missions to deep space
destinations including Mars. NASA and Roscosmos are two of the major partners in
the $100-billion Earth-orbiting International Space Station (ISS).



Asian Development Bank to Increase Annual Lending to India to $4 billion
The Asian Development Bank will increase its annual lending to India to a maximum
of $4 billion between 2018 and 2022 to help fasten inclusive economic transformation
towards upper middle-income status. The proposal was endorsed at new ADB Country
Partnership Strategy for 2018- 2022. The new lending programme, which includes
private sector operations, is much higher than the average $2.65 billion a year in loans
extended during 2012 and 2016.

August-2017


Union Cabinet approves MoU on India-Israel Industrial R&D and Technological
Innovation Fund
The Union Cabinet approved Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to set up US $40
million India-Israel Industrial R&D and Technological Innovation Fund. India and Israel
will make a contribution of US $4 million (Rs.25 crore) each for Fund. The MoU aims
at a promotion of bilateral Industrial Research and Development (R&D) and
Innovation cooperation between both countries in fields of science and technology.



India and Germany signed agreement to improve grid integration of renewable
energy
India and Germany signed an agreement on technical cooperation under the IndoGerman Energy Programme – Green Energy Corridors (IGEN-GEC). The main aim of
this programme is to improve the sector framework and conditions for grid integration
of renewable energy. Around 60 years, the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH has been working jointly with partners in India for
sustainable economic, ecological, and social development.



India and China Agree to Disengage at Doklam
India and China agreed to withdraw their troops from Doklam after being in a standoff
for over two months. According to the Ministry of External Affairs, the expeditious
disengagement has been agreed. The standoff started after India objected to China
constructing a road in the disputed area.

July-2017


Sri Lanka and China sign $1.1 billion Hambantota Port Deal
Sri Lanka signed $1.1 billion deal to the United States of America to sell a 70% stake in
the strategic Hambantota deep-sea port to China. It is a deep-water port in the
southern tip of Sri Lanka. The deal was signed between Sri Lanka Ports Authority
(SLPA) and China Merchants Port Holding Company (CMPort). These sea lines run
through several major maritime choke points such as the Strait of Mandeb, Strait of
Hormuz, Strait of Malacca and the Lombok Strait as well as other strategic maritime
centres in Pakistan, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Somalia.



Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif resigns over Panama Papers verdict
Nawaz Sharif resigned as Prime Minister of Pakistan following a decision by the
country's Supreme Court to disqualify him from office. He is only the second after
former prime minister Yousaf Raza Gilani to be dismissed by the Supreme Court. Due
to a probe into his family's wealth following the 2015 Panama Papers Mr Sharif's
children to offshore companies.

June-2017


British Prime Minister Theresa may wins confidence vote in Parliament
British Prime Minister Theresa may win the confidence vote in the Parliament getting
her first major test as the Prime Minister of a Minority Government in the United
Kingdom (UK).The announcement led the opposition party leader to withdraw an
amendment to the Queen's Speech demanding the state-run National Health Service
(NHS) in England stop charging women coming from the province, where abortion is
illegal except when the life of the mother is in danger.



United States issues New Visa Criteria for Six Muslim Countries

United States Of America issues New visa Criteria for visa applicants from six Muslim
countries. The countries were Iraq, Iran, Libya, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan and Syria. As
per the new criteria, applicants from the six Muslim-majority countries must prove a
relationship with a parent, spouse, child, adult son or daughter, son-in-law, daughterin-law or sibling in the United States of America.

May-2017








Pushpa Kamal Dahal 'Prachanda' Resigns as Nepal Prime Minister
Nepal Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal 'Prachanda' resigned his post. Nepali
Congress President Sher Bahadur Deuba to become the next Prime Minister of Nepal.
He was elected as the 39th Prime Minister of Nepal.
Lenin Moreno sworn in as Ecuador President
Lenin Moreno elected as President of Ecuador in Ecuador Presidential Elections 2017.
Engineer Jorge Glas will continue as Vice President. Earlier, Moreno served as United
Nations(UN)Special Envoy on Disability and Accessibility.
UN releases the first draft of nuclear ban tready
The United Nations released a first draft nuclear ban treaty banning the possession
and use of nuclear weapons.This treaty can get opposition from the countries the
United States (US), United Kingdom (UK), Russia, China, France, India, Pakistan, North
Korea and Israel. The draft was released in Geneva. The treaty confirms that use of
nuclear weapons is a violation of the International Humanitarian Law.
USA and six Gulf countries sign MoU to control terror organisations
Six members of the Gulf Cooperation Council and the United States of America have
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) in Riyadh to curb financing of terror
organizations like Lashkar-e-Taiba, the Haqqani network, the Taliban. The MoU was
signed between US and Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates. According to the MoU, the signatory countries intend to identify, track
and share information regarding terrorist financial networks and related activity of
mutual concern, including related threats emanating from countries and terrorist
organizations. The MoU signed to establish the Terrorist Financing Targeting Centre
(TFTC).

April-2017


North Korea once again test-fires ballistic missile
North Korea has test-fired a ballistic missile defying global pressure and
warnings from the United States and its mainly, China. The test was conducted
from the Pukchang region present in the north of the North Korean capital,
Pyongyang. The missile launched is expected to be a medium-range weapon
known as a KN-17 and appears to have disintegrated within minutes of taking
off.



Donald Trump introduces biggest reform plan in US
US president Donald Trump has introduced biggest tax reform plan in the
history of United States. The income tax rates have been slashed from 39.6%
to 35%.He proposed tax relief for families with child and dependent care
expenses. The new plan proposes for a 15% corporate tax rate which is a sharp
drop from the existing 35%. However, under the US law ,only the congress is
empowered to make major changes to tax laws.

March-2017


South Korean Ex-President Park Geun-hye - Arrested in Corruption Probe
Park Geun-hye, the former South Korean president, has been arrested and jailed over
a high profile corruption scandal that has already seen her ousted from office and
prompted early elections. Ms Park, 65, was immediately driven to a detention centre
in the south of the capital, Seoul. Political crisis:- Park Geun-hye’s presidency reached
a crisis in October 2016, after it was revealed she was being secretly advised by a
female friend, Choi Soon-sil. Ms Choi, dubbed “Korea’s Rasputin”, guided President
Park on everything from clothes to policy on North Korea. She is currently facing
criminal charges of using her influence to extort millions of dollars from businesses.
The Korean parliament voted to impeach Park Geun-hye in December 2016. She was
arrested by South Korean prosecutors in March 2017.

February-2017
India & Ukraine to strengthen bilateral cooperation through Cinema
Minister for Information & Broadcasting M Venkaiah Naidu and Member of the Parliament of
Ukraine and Chairman of the National Council of Television and Radio Broadcasting of Ukraine
Mr. Iurii Artemenko have agreed to strengthen the bilateral cooperation between the two
countries through the medium of Cinema in New Delhi on February 27, 2017. The cooperation
would be helpful to showcase films through the medium of Film Festivals and utilizing the
Film Facilitation Office platform established by India. The possibility of translating programs
and content and providing subtitles in respective languages of both the countries was also
discussed with respect to the Public Broadcasters of both the countries.

January-2017


Trump bans 7 nations from entering US on security issues
American President Donald Trump has signed an executive order on January 27, 2017
to temporarily ban visas for refugees belonging to seven Muslim-majority countries
namelyIraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen.The decision aims at
protecting United States from the entry of foreign terrorists to keep the nation safe.
The ban is not aimed at restricting Muslim countries from entering US. As per the
order, the travelers including legal permanent US residents residing in any of the seven

mentioned countries would be prohibited from entering US for 90 days. Besides,
refugee admission would also be banned for 120 days. The ban is not limited to these
7 nations. A further expansion of the list may be done as per the order of the US
president. However, the ban would not apply to diplomats and members of
international organizations.


Denmark to appoint world’s first ‘digital ambassador’
Denmark has announced it will appoint a 'digital ambassador' to manage its
relationship with technology giants like Google and Apple, becoming the first country
to do so. Such companies have become a type of new nations and we need to confront
that, said Denmark's Foreign Minister Anders Samuelsen. The companies' market
values are large enough to enter G20, he added.

December-2016




India and Singapore ink 3rd Protocol for amending DTAA
India and Singapore have signed a Third Protocol to amend DTAA (Double Taxation
Avoidance Agreement) for the avoidance of double taxation and prevention of fiscal
evasion with respect to taxes on income. It was signed in line with India’s treaty policy
to prevent double non-taxation, curb revenue loss and check the menace of black
money through automatic exchange of information.The Third Protocol amends DTAA
to provide for source based taxation of capital gains arising on transfer of shares in a
company. It will come into effect from April 1, 2017 to provide for source based
taxation of capital gains arising on transfer of shares in a company. It also inserts
provisions to facilitate relieving of economic double taxation in transfer pricing cases.
It also enables application of domestic law and measures concerning prevention of tax
avoidance or tax evasion. This is a taxpayer friendly measure and is in line with India’s
commitments under Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action Plan to meet
minimum standard of providing MAP access in transfer pricing cases. Two year
transition period from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2019 has been provided during which
capital gains on shares will be taxed in source country at half of normal tax rate.
Thomas Bossert appointed as top Counterterrorism adviser by Donald Trump
US’s next president Donald Trump appointed Thomas Bossert to his national security
circle and a figure from the Trump Organization to make international deals. Bossert
will work as an assistant to the president for homeland security and counterterrorism
He will work closely with Trump’s pick for national security adviser, retired Lt. Gen.
Michael Flynn. He is currently president of the risk management consulting firm CDS
Consulting. He previously served as deputy assistant to the president for homeland
security under Bush.

November-2016



Trump nominated Seema Verma to head Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services
Donald Trump, the new President-elect of the United States, nominated Seema Verma
to the post of Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. She
is the second Indian-American to be placed in one of the top administration positions,
only after Nikki Haley, who created history by becoming the first-ever Indian-American
to be appointed to a cabinet-level position under any US president. Seema Verma will
be expected to work along with the newly elected Health and Human Services
Secretary- Tom Price. Seema Verma : Verma, an Indiana resident, is the founder and
CEO of a health policy consulting firm- SVC Inc. She has decades of experience in
advising on Medicare and Medicaid policy. Previously, she has worked for the Health
& Hospital Corporation of Marion County as vice president of planning and also at the
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials in Washington, D.C. As the
president of SVC Inc, she has been an advisor to many US states including Indiana,
Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Maine, and Tennessee. She has worked with various
Republican governors including Mitch Daniels, the Governor of Indiana and Matt
Bevin, Governor of Kentucky. She has also previously worked with Vice PresidentElect Mike Pence, as she constructed his Obamacare Medicaid expansion model called
Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0, a policy carved for low-income groups



Francois Fillon wins France's Conservative Presidential primary
Former Prime Minister, Francois Fillon has won France’s conservative presidential
primary, defeating opponent Alain Juppe by a landslide. He will be up against National
Front leader Marine Le Pen in the final presidential race, scheduled to be held in 2017.
His vote count amounted to about 69.5% in comparison to Juppe’s 30.5%. While
Fillon’s political campaign mainly revolved around the promise of radical economic
reforms, Juppe was more on the moderate side and warned of encroaching populism.

October 2016


Iraq’s Parliament passes law banning alcohol
Iraq’s Parliament has passed a law banning the sale, import and production of alcohol
in the country.The law imposes a fine of up to 25 million Iraqi dinars for anyone
violating the ban. However, the law can be struck down by the supreme court of
Iraq.This Iraqi law is unlikely to be enforced in the largely autonomous Kurdish region,
which is home to a sizeable Christian community. The ban came as a shock for the
Christians who are earning through the liquor shops. As per Iraq's Christian lawmaker
Joseph Slaiwa, the ban was slipped into a draft law regulating the income of municipal
authorities without lawmakers being notified. Moreover, it violates the constitution
which guarantees the traditions of religious minorities such as Christians.The original
article only called for imposing taxes on liquor stores and restaurants serving
liquor.The bill was proposed by Mahmoud al-Hassan, a judge and lawmaker from the
State of Law coalition, the largest bloc in Iraq's Parliament. He insisted that it was in
keeping with Article 2 of the Iraq's constitution which prohibits any legislation that
goes against Islam. Islam forbids the consumption of alcohol, but it has always been

available in Iraq’s larger cities, mainly from the shops run by Christians. Those shops
were currently closed because of the Shia holy month of Muharram.Iraq’s parliament
is dominated by Shia Islamist parties.

September-2016




Indian Army carries out surgical strikes on terror launch pads across LoC
Indian Army has successfully conducted surgical strikes on terror launch pads across
the Line of Control (LoC) in Pakistan-Occupied Kashmir (PoK) i.e. along India’s de-facto
border with Pakistan. The surgical strikes were India’s first direct military response to
attack on Uri army base by Pakistan-based militants that had killed 18 Indian soldiers.
The motive of the operation was to hit out at the terrorists who were planning to
infiltrate into the Indian territory. During the operation, significant casualty was
caused to terrorists . The cross-border action comes India reviewed Indus Waters
Treaty with Pakistan and pulled out of the regional SAARC Summit that was scheduled
to be held in Islamabad, Pakistan as part of a wider diplomatic offensive to isolate
Pakistan.Surgical strike is a military attack which is intended to only damage to the
intended legitimate military target and no or minimal collateral damage to
surrounding structures, general public infrastructure, vehicles, buildings and utilities.
India will not attend SAARC Summit in Islamabad: MEA
India will not take part in the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) summit in Islamabad (Pakistan) to be held in November 2016. This decision
was taken in view of the continuous cross border terrorism by Pakistan which has
created environment which is not conducive to successful holding of Summit. In this
regard, the Union Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) has conveyed to current SAARC
Chair Nepal. Besides, Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Bhutan also have conveyed their
reservation about attending the Summit.Increasing cross-border terrorist attacks in
the region and Growing interference in internal affairs of member states by one
country (not naming Pakistan). However, India has clearly mentioned that it remains
steadfast in commitment to regional cooperation, connectivity and contacts but
believes that these can only go forward in an atmosphere free of terror. India’s
decision came in the wake of recent Uri terror attack in which 18 jawans were
martyred. It was reported as the deadliest attack on security forces in Kashmir in two
decades. Pakistan based terrorist organisation Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) has been
blamed for the cowardly attack.

August-2016


India, Myanmar signed four agreements to boost bilateral cooperation
India and Myanmar has signed four Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to
enhance cooperation and bilateral relations between the two countries on 28 August
2016.The pacts were inked after delegation level talks between Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and visiting President of Myanmar U Htin Kyaw in New Delhi. President
Kyaw was on a four day visit to India from 27 August to 30 August 2016.
The four agreements are :








MoU on cooperation in the construction of 69 Bridges including AP Aproach Roads
in the Tamu-Kyigone-Kalewa Road Section of the Trilateral Highway in Myanmar.
MoU on cooperation in the construction / upgradation of the Kalewa – Yagyi Road
Section.
MoU on cooperation in the Field of Renewable Energy.
MoU on cooperation in the field of Traditional Systems of Medicine.

India, US Sign Logistics Exchange Agreement
India and the United States has signed Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement
(LEMOA) on 29 August 2016. The logistics agreement will enable the forces of the two
nations to use each other’s bases for repair and replenishment of supplies. The
agreement was signed in Pentagon during Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar’s visit
to the US. The two leaders had agreed on the memorandum in principle when they
last met in India in April 2016.
Highlights : It makes joint operations easier and more efficient. It does not allow each
nation to set up bases on the other, but to use bases and equipment only for operating
together when they choose to.On arrival at the Pentagon, Parrikar was given an
enhanced honour cordon. The enhanced honour is reserved for valued guests and
visitors during which national anthems are played. After the ceremonial welcome,
Parrikar laid wreath at the 9/11 Memorial, following which the two leaders headed
for talks.The talks between the two defence leaders at Pentagon, the sixth meeting
between the two defense chiefs, comes ahead of key annual exercises in India
between US and Indian forces. The joint drills of the two forces named Yudh Abhyas
will take place in the mountain of the northern India on September 2016.

July-2016


European Commission appoints Michel Barnier as Chief Brexit Negotiator
The European Union’s executive has appointed Michel Barnier, former French
Financial Services Commissioner on 27 July 2016, as its Chief Negotiator for the United
Kingdom’s exit from the bloc. Barnier will be a prominent figure in the negotiations
over Britain’s exit from the union. In June 2016, Didier Seeuws, a Belgian diplomat,
was appointed as head of a Brexit task force by the European Council.
Michel Barnier : Michel Barnier is a French Union for a Popular Movement (UMP)
politician and Vice President of the European People's Party (EPP).He was appointed
Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries in the French government on 18 June 2007. He
stepped down from the position on 7 June 2009 after his election as a Member of the
European Parliament (MEP).In February 2010, he was confirmed as European
Commissioner for Internal Market and Services. As European Commissioner for
Internal Market and Services, he handled many important issues, such as the reform
of the financial sector, the banking union and the digital single market.

June-2016



Three Indian Navy ships reach Russia to enhance Maritime Cooperation
Three Indian naval ships has reached Russia as part of efforts to enhance maritime
cooperation between the navies of both countries. INS Sahyadri, Shakti and Kirch,
under the Command of the Flag Officer Commanding Eastern Fleet, Rear Admiral S V
Bhokare, reached Vladivostok on a four day visit as part of deployment of the Eastern
Fleet to the South China Sea.During the visit, the ships will have professional
interactions with the Russian Navy aimed at enhancing co-operation between the two
forces. The visiting Indian ships are also likely to conduct exercises with the Russian
Navy, aimed at enhancing interoperability in communication as well as search and
rescue procedures, post departure from Vladivostok. The current visit seeks to
enhance maritime cooperation between the Indian Navy and the Russian Navy. It will
further bolster the strong bonds of friendship between India and Russia and
contribute to security and stability in this vital part of the world.

May-2016


India-US to sign two key pacts during Homeland Security Dialogue
India and the US are likely to sign two key agreements in July that would exempt
prominent Indian citizens from immigration checks in America and pave the way for
exchange of information on terrorists on a real time basis. The two pacts on Global
Entry--a US Customs and Border Protection programme that permits speedy clearance
for pre-approved, low-risk travellers upon arrival in America and the Homeland
Security Presidential Directive-6 (HSPD-6), which allows access to information on
terrorists-- are expected to be signed during the Homeland Security Dialogue. Home
Minister Rajnath Singh will lead the Indian delegation at US-India Homeland Security
Dialogue to be held in Washington in July. The US has been pressing for India's
inclusion in the Global Entry so that high dignitaries like former Presidents, former
Prime Ministers, former Union Ministers, film stars, top industrialists and frequent
flyers could visit America without any hassle .Initially, the names of around 2,000
prominent Indians could figure in the coveted list, which would be expanded gradually
after proper background checks of each individual.The kiosk issues the traveller a
transaction receipt and directs the traveller to baggage claim and the exit. Two
important conditions for inclusion of an individual in the Global Entry programme are
that he or she should not have any criminal record or be in anyway connected with a
money laundering case. The other key pact which NEW DELHI may enter into is the
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-6 (HSPD-6), which will enable it to access
'unclassified biographic information of known and suspected terrorists' maintained by
the US on a reciprocal basis. The HSPD-6 is a model text agreement proposed by the
US to India for exchange of terrorist screening information between Terrorist
Screening Centre (TSC) of the US and an Indian agency. TSC is a multi agency
organisation administered by FBI which consolidates several terrorist watch lists
maintained by different US government agencies into single terrorist database on
terror suspects. The database includes the name of the terror suspect, nationality,
date of birth, photos, finger prints (if any) and passport number. However, later, the
security agencies came to the conclusion that there was no disadvantage in entering

into the proposed pact with TSC. The Intelligence Bureau will be the nodal agency and
designated as the Indian party to the agreement. It was agreed that while signing the
pact, it must be ensured that privacy issues .

April-2016
 President Mukherjee Embarks On Two-Nation Tour To Papua New Guinea And New
Zealand
President Pranab Mukherjee is embarking on a two-nation tour to Papua New Guinea
and New Zealand .A high level delegation including Minister of State for Agriculture
Sanjeev Balyan is accompanying the President on the five day visit, which is aimed at
energising and upgrading bilateral relations.Briefing reporters in New Delhi, Joint
Secretary, South, Jaideep Mazumdar informed that this is the first ever state visit of
an Indian President to these two countries.During the visit to Papua New Guinea,
Mukherjee will meet Prime Minister Peter O'Neill and other leaders.

March-2016


Modi reaches Brussels for India-EU Summit
New Delhi, Mar 28: Prime Minister Narendra Modi is set to begin his first major foreign
tour for the year 2016. Brussels would be the first stop in Modis itinerary followed by
Washington and Saudi Arabia. Modi would reach the European shores on March 30,
kicking off his yet another high-stake global tour, which would also allow him to grab
headlines for the forthcoming days. Modis visit to Brussels comes at a time when
India’s trade relation with the European Union is taking a bump. Ever since the regime
altered in mid-2014, the stalwarts of EU have shown lack of trust in India. The FDI
equity inflow has been constantly dropping ever since Modi came to power. While the
foreign investment roughly stood at $24,913 million between 2012-14, it dropped to
$8,207 million in 2014-15. In the same period, trade in goods dropped by 4 per cent
$98 billion, whereas, the bilateral trade in services also shrunk by 2.5 per cent, bringing
it down to %26 billion.

Feburary-2016


Resolution introduced in US House to bring India on par with NATO allies
A Congressional resolution aiming to bring India on a par with America’s NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organization) allies in terms of Defence trade and technology transfer
was introduced recently. The US-India Defense Technology and Partnership Act (HR
4825) proposes to amends the Arms Export Control Action. It was introduced by
Congressman George Holding, Co-Chair of the House India Caucus. The resolution
seeks to formalise (i) India’s status as a major partner of equal status as US’s NATO
allies and closest partners and (ii) also elevate India’s status in export of defence
articles from the US.Benefits to India : Cement the India-US relations and lay a
foundation for future cooperation and growth. Shorten the time required for the
notification of sale or export of defence articles from the United States to India.
Encourage more joint contingency planning and require the US government review

and assess India’s ability to execute military operations of mutual interest.US-India
Defence : Relations Defence trade between the US and India is one of the strongest
areas of the bilateral economic relationship. Over the past 10 years it has risen from
$300 million to over $14 billion.

January-2016


China, Iran signed 17 agreements to broaden bilateral cooperation
China and Iran on 23 January 2016 signed 17 documents & letters of intents to
broaden bilateral cooperation. The agreements were signed in Tehran during the
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to Iran. The agreements cover various fields such
as energy, industrial capacity, finance, investment, communications, culture, judiciary,
science and technology, news media, customs, climate change and human resources.
During the visit, Xi Jinping and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani agreed to elevate
their ties to a comprehensive strategic partnership to boost cooperation on all fronts
and carry forward their millennia-old friendship. Xi Jinping’s visit assumed significance
as it was his first trip since the lifting of sanctions on Iran. In early January 2016, the
USA, European nations and Japan lifted oil and financial sanctions under the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPA) or Vienna agreement. Moreover, it was also the
first trip by a Chinese head of state in 14 years. And, for Xi Jinping, it was the first trip
to the Middle East since he came into the office in March 2013.



31 countries signed MCAA to boost transparency in international tax matters
31 countries on 27 January 2016 signed the Multilateral Competent Authority
Agreement (MCAA) to boosttransparency in the functioning of multinational
enterprises (MNEs) by allowing automatic exchange of Country-by-Country reports by
tax administrators.
The signing of the agreement marks an important milestone towards implementation
of the OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project.
Features of the Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement:
• Under this multilateral agreement, information will be exchanged between tax
administrations, giving them a single, global picture on the key indicators of
multinational businesses.
• With Country-by-Country reporting, tax administrations will get aggregate
information annually, starting with 2016 accounts, relating to the global allocation of
income and taxes paid, together with other indicators of the location of economic
activity within the MNE group.
• It will enable consistent and swift implementation of new transfer pricing reporting
standards developed under Action 13 of the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
Action Plan.
•

The 31 signatory countries are the parties of or territories covered bythe
Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters or have signed or
expressed their intention to sign the convention.

•

The signatories are – Australia, Austria, Belgium, Chile, Costa Rica, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, Nigeria,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom.

Looking back in the past



2017 Bhopal–Ujjain Passenger train bombing

The 2017 Bhopal–Ujjain Passenger train bombing was a terrorist attack that occurred on
March 7, 2017 on the Bhopal–Ujjain Passenger train. The bombing occurred at Jabri
railway station in the Shajapur district of Madhya Pradesh, injuring 10 passengers. It
was stated to be the first-ever strike in India by the so-called Islamic State. One of the
terrorist suspect was later killed in an encounter in Lucknow. It was stated by the police
that the module was self-radicalised and didn't receive any financial support from the
group.


2017 Amarnath Yatra attack

8 Hindu civilian pilgrims on the way from Amarnath Temple in Kashmir Valley were killed
in the terror attack. The pilgrims mostly belonged to the Indian state of Gujarat. Among
the at least seven people killed, six were women, and at least 18 people were injured in
the attack. Terrorists opened fire on a bus with the pilgrims who were returning after
visiting the holy shrine Abu Ismail, a Pakistani national, is a local commander of the
Lashkar-e-Taiba in south Kashmir. He had infiltrated from across the border with
Pakistan.


2017 Women's March

The Women's March was a worldwide protest on January 21, 2017, to advocate
legislation and policies regarding human rights and other issues, including women's
rights, immigration reform, healthcare reform, reproductive rights, the natural
environment, LGBTQ rights, racial equality, freedom of religion, and workers' rights.
Most of the rallies were aimed at Donald Trump, immediately following his inauguration
as President of the United States, largely due to statements that he had made and
positions that he had taken which were regarded by many as anti-women or otherwise
offensive. It was the largest single-day protest in U.S. history. The first planned protest
was in Washington, D.C. and is known as the Women's March on Washington.



National Cyber Security Policy

The Policy is aimed at building a secure and resilient cyberspace for citizens, businesses
and the Government. Its mission is to protect cyberspace information and infrastructure,
build capabilities to prevent and respond to cyber attacks, and minimise damages

through coordinated efforts of institutional structures, people, processes, and
technology. The objectives of the policy include creating a secure cyber ecosystem,
compliance with global security standards, strengthen the regulatory framework,
creating round the clock mechanisms for gathering intelligence and effective response,
operation of a National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre for 24×7
protection of critical information infrastructure, research and development for security
technologies, create a 500,000 strong cyber security workforce, to provide fiscal benefits
to businesses for adopting cyber security practices, to build public private partnerships
for cooperative cyber security efforts.



Cyber Swachhta Kendra

To combat cyber security violations and prevent their increase, Government of India’s
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-in) in February 2017 launched ‘Cyber
Swachhta Kendra’ (Botnet Cleaning and Malware Analysis Centre) a new desktop and
mobile security solution for cyber security in India. The Cyber Swachhta Kendra is a step
in the direction of creating a secure cyber ecosystem in the country as envisaged under
the National Cyber Security Policy in India. This centre operates in close coordination
and collaboration with Internet Service Providers and Product/Antivirus companies to
notify the end users regarding infection of their system and providing them assistance to
clean their systems, as well as industry and academia to detect bot infected systems.
The centre strives to increase awareness of common users regarding botnet, malware
infections and measures to be taken to prevent malware infections and secure their
computers, systems and devices.


2017 Mumbai floods

The 2017 Mumbai Flood refers to the flooding that occurred on August 29, 2017
following heavy rain on 29 August 2017 in Mumbai. Transport systems were unavailable
through parts of the city as trains and roadways were shut. Power was cut-off from
various parts of the city to prevent electrocution. The International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) called the South Asian floods one of the worst
regional humanitarian crises in years The extreme rainfall on 29 August 2017 was
forecasted by the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD), at 5-6 days in advance.
However, the government failed to respond quickly, leading to the crisis. Recent
research indicates that these Mumbai floods could be attributed to climate change.


2017 Northeast India floods

The 2017 Northeast India floods are caused by overflowing of Brahmaputra river in the
state of Assam in July 2017 affecting four Indian states: Assam, Arunachal
Pradesh, Nagaland and Manipur. As of 14 July, 2017, at least 85 people were dead as a
result of the flooding and 4 lac people have been affected and 500,000 have been
homeless. Nearly 60 animals, mostly deer and wild boars, perished in the floods. The
state government of Assam set up 128 relief camps under the surveillance of Assam
Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal and Home minister Bhaswat. K. Nigoni for people
displaced, and has made arrangements for drinking water, food and medical teams and
rescue goods. 154 people died due to drowning, electrocution and diseases caused due
to water contamination. Government has provided health and medical facilities in the
state.


New BS-IV Norm for Vehicles

The norm for vehicles, which will come into force from 1st April, 2016. The Supreme
Court on recently banned the sale of BS-III vehicles, saying that the health of citizens is
more important than the commercial interests of auto manufacturers. The apex court
directed that no BS-III vehicle should be registered from April 1 and turned down the
plea of automobile manufactures to allow them to dispose of 8.2 lakh such vehicles.


Union Ministry on Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) –The Union ministry of electronics and information technology
has set up an internal committee to advise the government on it for the subject. The
expert committee will advise the IT ministry on the most apt technologies for India. The
government’s focus is to reduce cyberattacks with AI. The main policy will be drawn up
once the committee gives its report. The artificial intelligence market is estimated to
touch $153 billion in 2020 and expected to grow at a compounded annual growth rate of
45.4% from 2016 to 2022. However, AI is widely seen as a major challenge in generation
of employment as many companies are likely to depend more on it to cut down on
human resources. The government has recently drawn up a seven-point strategy that
would form the framework for India’s strategic plan to use AI. The strategy includes
developing methods for human machine interactions; ensuring safety and security of AI
systems; creating a competent workforce in line with AI and R&D needs, understanding
and addressing the ethical, legal and societal implications of AI, measuring and
evaluating AI technologies through standards and benchmarks, among others.


Global Peace Index Ranking, 2017

137th - It is the rank of India in the Global Peace Index 2017, released by the Institute of
Economics and Peace which has found that the global level of peace has improved
slightly, by 0.28 per cent in score. A total of 93 countries improved, while 68 countries
deteriorated. Iceland remains the most peaceful country in the world, holding the
position it has occupied since 2008. It is followed by New Zealand, Portugal, Austria and
Denmark. At the other end, Syria remains the least peaceful country in the world, joined
by Afghanistan, Iraq, South Sudan, and Yemen. The study used 23 indicators to gauge
ongoing domestic and international conflict, safety and security in society, and the
degree of militarisation in countries and territories. As per this, Syria was ranked the
least peaceful country, with Afghanistan, Iraq, South Sudan and Yemen completing the
bottom five. The study shows that India is ranked at 137 out of 163 countries with a
global peace index score of 2.541. India has moved up four positions in the overall
ranking from 141 to 137.


Socio Economic and Caste Census data

It stands for Socio Economic and Caste Census is the data for which the government is
developing a mobile application to ensure that this data which forms the basis of
selection of beneficiaries under various schemes is updated regularly and expeditiously
to ensure that all deserving are covered. The mobile app is being developed by NIC and
the authorized person will upload data following all safeguards and laws. The
government has already set up a committee of secretaries to look into the process to be
followed for updating the SECC data and it will decide the frequency at which SECC data
needs to be revised. SECC 2011 provides the government the names and numbers of
families in each panchayats and details their status on seven deprivation parameters.
The advantage of SECCC is that it provides for programme-specific customized priority
list to suit programme objective and budget space to address specific deprivation. The
Sumit Bose Committee formed to study validity and efficiency of the SECC 2011 data in
identifying the poor in its report spoke in favour of using the data for rural development
schemes coming up with a formula to use some of the deprivation parameters to
identify the beneficiaries for specific schemes. The World Bank is providing technical
assistance to the government for this project.


Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code

IBC is believed to give a boost to credit growth in India by the experience of other
countries that have brought in similar laws as per study by State Bank of India. Germany
experienced a tenfold jump in credit growth just after code implementation, China
witnessed 30% growth in third year while in Kazakhstan and the UAE the credit growth
jumped immediately the year of implementation.



The World Bank clears loan for skill development among Indian youth

The bank cleared a $250-million loan for making Indian youth more employable through
reskilling, in a move that is seen to aid the Skill India mission. The multi-lateral lender is
keen to support the Indian government in its efforts to better equip the young
workforce with employable skills. It said the support would help the youth contribute to
India's economic growth and prosperity. The $250-million Skill India Mission Operation
(SIMO), approved by the World Bank board of executive directors, will increase the
market relevance of short-term skill development programmes (3-12 months or up to
600 hours) at the national and state level. Under the programme, adults in 15-59 years
of age, underemployed or unemployed, will get the skill training. It will also include the
1.2 crore youngsters in the age group of 15-29 years who are entering the labour market
every year. The programme has a mandate to provide placement and entrepreneurship
opportunities to women and increase their exposure to skill training. The Washingtonheadquartered World Bank's SIMO is a six- year programme in support of the Indian
government's National Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (201723).SIMO will be implemented through the National Skill Development Mission and will
specifically target labour market entrants.



Main of issues of conflict between India and China-

Sovereignty issues, NSG issues and terrorism issues in neighbouring state as the main of
issues of conflict between India and China. Both the countries which saw worsening of
ties over these issues recently talked of managing their differences as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping met in Astana, capital of Kazakhstan,
recently to discuss the impact of mega connectivity projects such as OBOR among other
issues. The two leaders were meeting for the first time since India skipped Xi's mega
show-a summit on One Belt One Road project in Beijing in May 2017.


Niti Aayog Vision for 2032

The year by which NitiAayog has drawn a grand vision for 'New India' in which nearly
everyone will have houses with toilets, two-wheelers or cars, power, ACs and digital
connectivity. The Vision 2031-32 document was unveiled by NitiAayog Vice-Chairman
Arvind Panagariya to the Governing Council, chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
recently. The presentation-India-2031-32: Vision, Strategy and Action Agenda-made
before CMs also visualizes a fully literate society with access to health care. It also calls
for having a much larger and modern network of roads, railways, waterways and air
connectivity and clean India where citizens would have access to quality air and water.

List of Mergers and Acquisition


Vodafone India and Idea Cellular Merger
Deal amount: USD 23 Billion
When: March 20, 2017
Vodafone India, and Idea Cellular – India’s second largest and the third largest
telecom operators merges its operations. The prime motto of this merger is to
strengthen the operations in order to compete against the intense price war
triggered by Mukesh Ambani-led Reliance Jio. After the merger, the combined entity
would become # 1 telecom company in India on the basis of number of subscribers
having nearly 40 Crores of subscribers – 35% of all telecom subscribers in India and
41% of the telecom market revenue share – dislodging Bharti Airtel to # 2 that had
been at the top since 2001 would now be enjoying 33% telecom market revenue
share.



Piramal Enterprises completes acquisition of business from Mallinckrodt LLC
Deal amount: USD 171 Million
When: March 20, 2017
Piramal had on January 31, 2017 announced the acquisition for a cash consideration
of USD 171 million for a portfolio of drugs for spasticity and pain management from
Mallinckrodt LLC and now it announced completion of the said acquisition. Piramal is
the world’s third largest producer of inhaled medical anesthetics. The portfolio
acquired includes two severe spasticity management products, which are currently
marketed in the US and two pain management products, which are under
development at present.



Taro Pharma acquires Canada’s Thallion Pharmaceuticals
Deal amount: 2.7 million Canadian dollars
When: March 17, 2017
Taro Pharma, an indirect arm of Sun Pharmaceutical Industries is to fully acquire
Canada’s Thallion Pharmaceuticals for 2.7 million Canadian dollars. Taro
Pharmaceuticals Inc (Canada) has entered into an agreement to acquire all of the
issued and outstanding shares of Thallion Pharmaceuticals, a Canadian
pharmaceutical corporation. The acquisition after fulfilling all statutory obligations
would come into effect from April 1, 2019. With this Sun Pharmaceutical will have
access to technology for the treatment of Coli-induced hemolytic uremic syndrome
that leads to kidney failure.



WNS acquires HealthHelp
Deal amount: USD 95 Million
When: March 15, 2017

Nasdaq-listed business process management company WNS acquired HealthHelp to
enhance its services in the healthcare segment. WNS will pay USD 95 million –
approximately Rs. 632 Crores to acquire Texas-based HealthHelp, which is working in
the segment of specialty healthcare areas like radiology, cardiology, oncology, sleep
care, orthopedics, and pain management.



Cyient completes acquisition of Certon Software
Deal amount: Not disclosed
When: March 7, 2017
Cyient, an IT consulting and Software Company, announced the completion of
acquisition of US-based Certon Software. Earlier, on January 23, 2017, Cyient had
signed the agreement to acquire Certon. With the acquisition, Certon will become a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Cyient. The said acquisition will enable Cyient to
manufacture the safety-critical products for its medical, aerospace and
transportation clients. The amount involved was not disclosed in the press release.



Tech Mahindra Ltd acquires CJS Solutions
Deal amount: USD 11O Million
When: March 6, 2017
Tech Mahindra Ltd – an Indian company in the software segment acquired CJS
Solutions Group LLC - US-based healthcare information technology consulting firm
for USD 110 million. With this acquisition, Tech Mahindra Ltd. would have the ability
to cross-sell Tech Mahindra’s services to a new set of clients of CJS Solutions and
thereby boost its revenues.



Dr. Reddy Laboratories Ltd acquires Imperial Credit Private Ltd
Deal amount: Rs. 2.05 crores
When: March 5, 2017
Dr Reddy's Laboratories Ltd – Hyderabad based pharmaceutical company announced
the acquisition of Imperial Credit Private Ltd, a non-banking finance company, based
in Kolkata for Rs. 2.05 Crores. Dr. Reddy proposes to undertake the group's captive
financial activities through the new entity.



Cognizant Technology Solutions acquires Brilliant Service Co. Ltd
Deal amount: Not disclosed
When: March 1, 2017
Cognizant Technology Solutions acquired Japan-based intelligent products and
solutions company Brilliant Service Co Ltd, specializing in digital strategy, product
design and engineering, and enterprise mobility, for an undisclosed amount. As part
of the acquisition, a team of 70 professionals from the company will join Cognizant.



Sony Corporation acquires TEN Sports from Zee
Deal amount: USD 330 million

When: February 28, 2017
Sony Pictures Networks India - a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sony Corporation
announced the completion of the first phase of the two-phased acquisition of “TEN
Sports” from Zee Entertainment Enterprises Limited. This acquisition was formally
agreed on August 31, 2016. The first phase of the two-phase acquisition of the “TEN
Sports” was completed in a majority of the countries and territories where “TEN
Sports” operates, including India. An amount of USD 330 million was paid to Zee by
Sony. Certain other operations and assets will be included in the final phase of the
acquisition, expected to be completed in the next few months.



Bharti Airtel acquires Telenor India
Deal amount: N/A
When: February 23, 2017
Telecom operator Bharti Airtel announced that it had entered into a definitive
agreement with Telenor South Asia Investments Pvt Ltd to acquire Telenor (India)
Communications Private Limited. Airtel is currently providing telecom services in
India to over 269 million subscribers and a revenue market share of nearly 33 per
cent. As the new owner, Airtel will take over Telenor India’s spectrum, licenses and
operations, including its employees and customer base of 44 million and will acquire
Telenor India’s running operations in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra, Gujarat,
UP (East), UP (West) and Assam. Telenor India’s operations and services will
continue as normal until the completion of the transaction. With effect from
01.04.2017, Telenor India will be treated as an asset held for sale.



Havells India acquires Lloyd Electric’s Consumer Durable Business
Deal amount: Rs.1600
When: February 21, 2017
Havells India announced the acquisition of Lloyd Electric's consumer durable
business for an enterprise value of Rs 1600 Crores. Havells will gain Lloyd's
intellectual property, manpower and distribution network. The deal is expected to
be completed by March-end 2017. The revenue break-up for Lloyd Electric's
consumer durable business is: air conditioners accounting nearly 69% of business, TV
panels nearly 23% and the rest from washing machine & appliances.



Aurobindo Pharma acquires part of business from TL Biopharmaceutical AG of
Switzerland
Deal amount: Not disclosed
When: February 09, 2017
Aurobindo Pharma Limited announced that it had acquired four cell culture derived
biosimilar products from TL Biopharmaceutical AG of Switzerland. The company,
however, did not disclose the deal value. As part of the agreement, TL will supply all
the developmental data for four molecules and Aurobindo will develop,

commercialize and market these products globally. Aurobindo has set up a fully
functional R&D center for biologics development and is also establishing a state-ofthe-art manufacturing facility in Hyderabad and is expected to be ready by the
second quarter of the financial year 2017-18. This acquisition is in line with the
strategy of Aurobindo of investing in complex pharmaceutical products.




Nuance Communications acquires mCarbon Tech Innovations
Deal amount: USD 36 million
When: February 8, 2017
Nasdaq-listed voice and speech recognition company Nuance Communications has
acquired Noida-based mobile value-added services venture mCarbon Tech
Innovations for USD 36 million. There are 250 employees who work for mCarbon.
The employees will now continue their operations under Nuance Communications
post the acquisition.
Wipro Ltd acquires InfoSERVER SA
Deal amount: USD 8.7 Million
When: January 25, 2017
Wipro Ltd - India’s third-largest software services exporter, announced that it has
entered into a pact to acquire Brazilian IT firm InfoSERVER SA for $8.7 million to
expand its presence in Latin America. InfoSERVER is focused on the Brazilian market
and provides custom application development and software deployment services
mainly to banks, financial services and insurance companies. The acquisition is in line
with Wipro’s aim to expand its presence in the Latin America market, the company
said in a statement.



Cadila Healthcare Ltd acquires Sentynl Therapeutics Inc
Deal amount: Not disclosed
When: January 19, 2017
Cadila Healthcare Ltd acquired US-based specialty pharmaceutical company Sentynl
Therapeutics Inc., engaged in marketing of products in the pain management
segment, for an undisclosed amount. This acquisition marks the Ahmedabadheadquartered company’s foray into the specialty pain management drug market in
the US, as it gains access to Sentynl’s distribution network and large healthcare
specialists. Acquisition of Sentynl is in line with Cadila Healthcare’s strategy to enter
the specialty drugs market in the USA.



Byju acquires Vidyartha
Deal amount: Rs. 50 crores
When: January 17, 2017
Education venture Byju has acquired Bengaluru-based career guidance and academic
profile builder Vidyartha for nearly Rs 50 Crores. Vidyartha's 20-member team will
continue to work under a separate brand name post the acquisition. Byju, founded in
2007, has 3.3 lakh subscribers and 7 million in app downloads. The app helps with
learning for school students as well as for competitive exams like JEE, NEET, CAT, IAS,

GRE, and GMAT. Vidyartha focuses on deep profiling of students, creating their
personalized learning plan and highlighting their learning gaps.


WNS Global Services acquires Denali Sourcing Services
Deal amount: USD 40 million
When: January 10, 2017
Business process Management Company WNS Global Services announced acquisition
of US-based Denali Sourcing Services for $40 million to improve its capabilities in the
sourcing and procurement capabilities. All the 200 staffers of Denali including the
founders will be absorbed into WNS.



Housing.com merges with PropTiger
Deal amount: USD 50 million
When: January 10, 2017
News Corp.-backed real estate portal PropTiger stated that Mumbai-based
Housing.com will merge with it in an all stock deal, and that it will receive $50 million
in fresh funds from News Corp.’s REA Group Ltd and $5 million from SoftBank Group.
PropTiger will retain the Housing.com brand. The joint entity will currently be the
only player in India offering the full range of online and offline services in the real
estate space, such as personalized search, virtual viewing, site visits, legal and
financial diligence, negotiations, property registration, home loans and post- sales
service.



Freshdesk acquires Pipemonk
Deal amount: N/A
When: January 05, 2017
Freshdesk, a cloud based customer service software provider, acquired Pipemonk, a
data integration platform that works on the software-as-a-service model and allows
companies to synchronize and move data among multiple cloud apps quickly and
easily. Pipemonk serves more than 400 clients globally. At Freshdesk, the Pipemonk
team of 13 professionals will work on strengthening integrations. Freshdesk has
80,000 customers globally, including the likes of Honda, 3M and Cisco.



Tata AutoComp Systems Ltd completes acquisition of TitanX
Deal amount: N/A
When: January 02, 2017
Tata AutoComp Systems Ltd, Tata group’s auto component-making firm, completed
the acquisition of TitanX, a global engine cooling supplier - according to the press
release issued by Tata AutoComp Systems. It had announced the plans to buy out
the unit in August 2016. The company did not disclose the value of the deal. The
acquisition is in line with its strategy of expanding globally and fortifying presence in
the cooling and emission control segments, the company said.



Sherwin-Williams takeover of Valspar

Deal amount: $11.3
When: March, 2016
Sherwin-Williams agreed to snap up its competitor, Valspar, in March. The deal
would give Sherwin-Williams better access to big box retailers such as Home Depot
and Lowes, where Valspar already has a strong presence. Sherwin though, has made
its way mainly through its own stores. The transaction would also accelerate
Sherwin’s growth into international markets in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.


The merger between NorthStar Asset Management Group, its former parent
NorthStar Realty Finance, and Colony Capital
Deal amount: $11.3 billion
When: June, 2016
The three companies agreed to merge into a single real-estate investment in early
June, according to the Wall Street Journal. The combined company, with roughly in
asset, is to be named Colony NorthStar. “We are confident that Colony NorthStar
with its lower leverage, larger balance sheet and improved liquidity profile is poised
for meaningful multiple expansion and substantially enhanced long-term returns for
shareholders,” David Hamamoto, executive chairman of NorthStar Asset
Management, which spun off from NorthStar Reality Finance in 2013, said in a
statement.



The acquisition of Fortis by ITC Holdings
Deal amount: $11.4 billion
When: February, 2016
Canadian utility operator Fortis announced plans to buy Novi-Mich.-based ITC
Holdings in February. For Fortis, the acquisition would give the company a foothold
in the Midwest, and give the combined company a chance to expand.



Great Plains Energy’s Bid for Westar Energy
Deal amount: $12.2 billion
When: 2016
Great Plains Energy, based out of Kansas City, Mo., and Westar Energy, based out of
Kansas, announced the deal late May in a cash and stock transaction.“The utility
industry is facing rising customer expectations, increasing environmental standards
and emerging cyber security threats. These factors, coupled with slower demand
growth for electricity, are driving our costs and customer rates higher,” said Terry
Bassham, chairman and chief executive officer of Great Plains Energy. By buying
Westar however, the company hopes to reduce expenses and combine operations.



The acquisition of ADT by Protection 1
Deal amount: $12.4 billion
When: February, 2016
In February, a security service for residential and small business properties, ADT,
agreed to be acquired by an affiliate of Apollo Global Management, and merged with

another home security firm, Protection 1. The merger would give the combined
company greater reach throughout the U.S. and Canada, and also help ADT
accelerate its expansion into the commerical sector.


A merger between IMS Health Holdings and Quintiles Transnational Holdings
Deal amount: $12.8 billion
When: 2016
Contract medical research provider, Quintiles, agreed to merge with healthcare
information company, IMS Health to make a giant known as Quintiles IMS in an allstock deal. “This combination addresses life-science companies’ most pressing
needs: to transform the clinical development of innovative medicines, demonstrate
the value of these medicines in the real world, and drive commercial success,” Ari
Bousbib, chairman and CEO of IMS Health said in a statement.



The acquisition of Columbia Pipeline Group by TransCanada
Deal amount: $13.2 billion
When: 2016
The company behind the controversial Keystone XL oil pipeline, TransCanada, agreed
to buy Columbia Pipeline Group for $10.2 billion in March, making the combined
giant one of North America’s largest regulated natural gas transmission businesses in
an all cash deal. For TransCanada, the deal allows them to take Columbia off its list of
rivals, and also access the cheaper gas from Marcellus and Utica shale regions.
Competition from the latter has been eating away at TransCanada’s revenue.



The bid to buy Starwood by Marriott International
Deal amount: $13.6 billion
When: March, 2016
Perhaps one of the most tense mergers and acquisitions of 2016 that ended with
Starwood’s top bidder, Anbang Insurance, calling it quits, the acquisition of Starwood
by Marriott International takes number four on the list. After several months of
bidding, the two companies agreed to merge in March, becoming the world’s largest
hotel chain in a cash and stock deal. The merger would give the combined company
scale to combat smaller, and rapidly growing competitors such as Airbnb. Its new
size would also allow the company to negotiate better fees with online booking sites
including Expedia.



The deal for Tyco International by Johnson Controls
Deal amount: $16.6 billion
When: 2016
In January, car parks manufacturer, Johnson Controls and Ireland-based security
systems maker, Tyco International agreed to merge in a deal that would help
Johnson Controls dodge the high, about 35%, corporate tax rate in the U.S. by
moving headquarters to Ireland.The deal will lead to at least $500 million in savings

in the first three years, and at least $150 million in annual tax savings, the companies
said.


The acquisition of LinkedIn by Microsoft
Deal amount: $28.1 billion
When: 2016
On Monday, Microsoft announced it would buy social networking company, LinkedIn
for a smooth $26.2 billion in an all-cash deal. That took LinkedIn’s stock up 47% in
trading. The deal, Microsoft’s’ largest ever by a $20 billion long shot, will “accelerate
the growth of LinkedIn, as well as Microsoft Office 365 and Dynamics,” according to
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella. The deal is also sixth largest tech merger and
acquisition on record, according to Dealogic.



The bid for St Jude Medical by Abbott Laboratories
Deal amount: $30.6 billion
When: 2016
In April, Abbot Labs announced plans to buy St. Jude Medical for $25 billion in a cash
and stock deal, and assume or refinance St. Jude’s net debt of about $5.7 billion. One
of the flurry of mergers and acquisitions in the healthcare space this year, the
combined company will have a stronger medical-devices business in an increasingly
competitive market. Increased scale will also give Abbott Labs more pricing power in
the market.



The deal between Shire and Baxalta
Deal amount: $32 billion
When: 2016
After a lengthy six month courtship, London-based drugmaker Shire announced
plans to buy Baxalta in a $32 billion cash and stock offer, giving Shire a better
foothold in treating rare diseases. The year though, is just halfway through. One
major deal that could supplant the crown is the back-and-forth between German
pharmaceutical giant, Bayer, and its intended target, Monsanto. Bayer offered a
whopping $62 billion to the latter in May. Monsanto then rejected the offer, calling
the proposal “incomplete and financially inadequate.” Discussions for that deal are
still ongoing.

MOUs for 2017
JANUARY







India & Kenya- Cooperation in the field of Agriculture and Allied Sectors.
India & Pakistan- Prohibition of Attack against Nuclear Installations and
Facilities
India & Uruguay- For cooperation and mutual assistance in Customs Matters.
India & Portugal- Cooperation in the field of Agriculture and allied sectors
India & Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) Member countries- For cooperation in
MSME sector.
India & USA- For collaboration in the fields of developmental activities and assist the
third world countries.
India & Sri Lanka- For the construction of 3000 rain water harvesting systems in
northern Jaffna District of Sri Lanka
Australia & Japan- To boost cooperation between their militaries
India & Serbia- For Cooperation in the field of Information Technology and
Electronics
India & Vietnam- For Cooperation in the field of cyber security








FEBURARY


India & Sri Lanka- For the construction of a multi-ethnic tri-lingual school in a north
central district of the island nation
India & Italy- For technical cooperation in rail sector with focus on
safety operations.
India & Austria- Protocol to Amend Bilateral Taxation Treaty
India & Vietnam- Cooperation in the exploration and uses of outer space for peaceful
purposes.
India & France -Cooperation in the field of science, technology and innovation
between India and France to ensure exchange of best practices and technology.
India & Senegal- Cooperation in the field of Health and Medicine.
India& the United States- To maintain the pace of their partnership especially in the
area of the defence ties
India& UK- To allow more flights to boost tourism and trade
India & Rwanda- To enable the airlines of the two countries to operate services in
each others’ territory.
India& Croatia- To boost bilateral trade & enhance economic cooperation
India & Australia- For promotion and development of cooperation in civil aviation
security












MARCH


India and Oman -To Enhance Defence Ties









India and Portugal- Cooperation in IT&E
India & Portugal- Cooperation in Renewable Energy
India &UN-Women- To provide technical support to the Ministry of Panchayati Raj
India & UAE- To provide various services in the field of energy
management and conservation
India &Belgium- To amending the existing Agreement and Protocol
India & with Indonesia and Kyrgyz Republic- For cooperation in Youth and Sports
Matters
India &Bangladesh- To set up Border Haats on India-Bangladesh Border.
India & Brazil- social security agreement (SSA)
China and Saudi Arabia- Letters of Intent(LoI) potentially worth about $65 billion
India & US- Cooperation in the field of Cyber Security
India & Nepal- Renewed their Petroleum Trade Agreement






APRIL














India &Bangladesh- Cooperation in the hydrocarbon sector Agreement on Audio
Visual Co-production MoU on cooperation in the field of Mass Media
India& Georgia- To promote economic, trade and investment relations
between the two countries.
India With Malaysia, Serbia, Georgia- Revised Air Service Pacts
India & Australia- Cooperation in the field of Health and Medicine
India & France - Technical Cooperation in Civil Aviation
India & Italy- Technical Cooperation in the Rail Sector
India-UK- Cooperation in the energy sector.
India & Tunisia- Cooperation in the field of justice
India & Portugal- For avoidance of Double Taxation
EU&India- To strengthen counter-terrorism cooperation
China and Iran- For reconfiguration of Iran's Arak reactor
India and Republic of Korea- For Defence Industry Co-operation in Shipbuilding.

MAY







India & Malaysia- For the development of a urea and ammonia manufacturing plant
in Malaysia
India & Spain- Cooperation in area of Civil Aviation Cooperation in the field of Organ
Transplant Service
India & Bangladesh- Third Line of Credit of US $ 4.5 billion to Bangladesh for
implementation of developmental projects Cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer
space
India &Germany- Cooperation in the sector of alternative medicine






India & Malaysia- Development of a urea and ammonia manufacturing plant in
Malaysia.
India & FIJI- Defence Cooperation
India & Australia- Cooperation in Combating International Terrorism and
Transnational Organized Crime
India & Tajikistan- Cooperation and Mutual Assistance in Customs Matters

JUNE














India & Portugal- Protocol of Cooperation was signed between the National Archives
of India and the Minister of Culture of the Portuguese Republic in the field of
archives in Lisbon, Portugal
India & Korea- For export credit of USD 9 billion
India & Cyprus- Co-operation on Merchant Shipping
India & Iran- Mutual cooperation on matters pertaining to securities markets.
India & Somalia- Agreement on Transfer of sentenced persons
India & Palestine- Cooperation in the field of agriculture
India & Armenia- Cooperation on youth matters
India & Mali- For standardization and conformity assessment
India & Mauritius- To institutionalise cooperation between their parliaments
India & Sri Lanka- To provide fresh assistance of USD 318 million line of credit for the
development of the railway sector Cooperation in Traditional Systems of Medicine
and Homoeopathy
Nepal & China- To develop a 1,200 MW hydroelectric project

JULY







India-Jordan Morocco Trade and Economic Joint Committee (TEJC) Meeting- To
promote economic, trade and investment cooperation based on the principle of
equity and non-discrimination. The roadmap for promotion of trade and investment
through B2B mechanism
India& Bangladesh- To construct a bridge over Mizoram’s Khawthlangtuipui
River
India& Palestine- Cooperation in the field of Health and Medicine Cooperation in the
field of Information Technology and Electronics (IT&E)
India and Bangladesh- Promotion and Protection of Investments (BIPA), Cyber
security cooperation

AUGUST



India and Spain- Cooperation in renewable energy.
India & BRICS- Establishment of the BRICS Agriculture Research Platform (BRICSARP).




India & Somalia- Agreement on Transfer of sentenced persons.
India & Sweden- Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)

SEPTEMBER





India &Morocco- Cooperation in the field of health
India & Armenia- Cooperation in the field of Disaster Management
India & Japan- For collaborative research in the field of silkworm and silk industries
India& Belarus- Co-operation Sports, Vocational Education and Training , Agricultural
Research and Education, Oil and Gas and between JSC Belarusian Potash Company
(BPC) and Indian Potash Ltd (IPL)
 India & Ethiopia- Cooperation in the field of Information, Communication and Media
 India & Afghanistan- Technical Cooperation on Police Training and Development
OCTOBER








India &Srilanka- Construction of 1,200 houses through 50 model villages in Sri Lanka.
India & Japan- Technical Intern Training Program (TITP)
India & Japan- Establishing Flexible and Global LNG Market
India & Belarus- For Cooperation in the field of Vocational Education and Training
India & Morocco- Cooperation in the field of water resources
Pakistan & Iran- To boost border security
India & EU summit1.Bangalore Metro Rail Project Phase-2-Line R6 for Euro 300 million out of total loan
of Euro 500 million.
2.Implementing Arrangement between the European Commission and the Science
and Engineering Research Board (SERB) for Indian Researchers.
3.Joint Declaration between the Interim Secretariat of the International Solar
Alliance and the European Investment Bank.

2016
JANUARY



India & Bangladesh- For operation of traditional haats
India & Czech Republic- On heavy industry, especially in industrial cooperation and
facilities construction.
 India &Australia- Social Security Agreement
 Sri Lanka & Pakistan- To expand their bilateral free trade agreement
 India & Armenia- Double Taxation Avoidance Convention Amendment
 India with Malaysia, Singapore, and Japan- For cyber security pacts
 India and Singapore- Field of Civil Aviation
FEBURARY


India & Sweden- On Technical Cooperation in Rail Sector



India and UK- To explore pact on information exchange on criminals Collaboration of
Crop Sciences
 India & Singapore- In the field of Urban Development Governance and Capacity
Building.
 India & BRICS- Cooperation in the fields of Science, Technology and Innovation
 US and Russia- To stop Bloodshed in Syria
MARCH









India and Australia- Social Security Agreement Pact
India and China- Exchange offers on tariff cuts in goods imports
India & Bahrain- Cooperation for Prevention of Human Trafficking
India & Bangladesh- Petroleum trade with a special goodwill train loaded with High
speed diesel from India to Bangladesh
India & France- To create 6 Nuclear Reactors
India &Lithuania- In the field of Agriculture
India & UAE- In the fields of Infrastructure development with the NIIF
India & Russia- To minimize the consequences of Natural calamities like Flood and
Earthquake

APRIL






MAY









JUNE

India& USA- For setting up a new Laser Interferometer Gravitational- wave
Observatory (LIGO) in India
India and Saudi Arabia- Labour Co-operation, Technical Cooperation Program,
Executive Program for Cooperation in the Field of Handicrafts, Cooperation in the
Exchange of Intelligence Framework for Investment Promotion Cooperation
India & Papua New Guinea- Cooperation in the field of health area and medical
science
India & South Korea- Cooperation and mutual assistance in development of Ports
India & Sweden- For technical cooperation in the rail sector.
India & Australia- To enhance R&D capabilities in biotech
India &Qatar- Cooperation in field of IT and Telecom sector
Indo &Japan- Collaboration in the Field of Science & Technology and sign MOU for
Cooperation in Sports
India & Slovenia- Protocol amending the India-Slovenia Double Taxation Avoidance
Convention
India &Bangladesh- 21st-century nuclear deal
India &US- To deepen scientific collaboration
India & Japan- For power development
India &Maldives- Cooperation in the field of tourism
Canada, Iceland, India, Israel, New Zealand and China- To deal with issues related to
taxes.








JULY

India & Qatar 1.Cooperation in Tourism, Skill Development and Health
2.Collaboration and mutual assistance in custom matters
3.In the field of Youth and Sports
India & Switzerland- To enhance cooperation in skill development
India &Tanzania- Field of water resources
India & Taiwan- Air Services Agreement
India & Tunisia- Co-operation in IT, handicrafts sector
India&Namibia- On capacity building for civil servants, centre of excellence in ICT



India & Mozambique- For long term agreement for purchase of pulses from
Mozambique, On drug demand reduction and prevention of illicit trafficking of
drugs, In the field of youth affairs and sports and On Airline Promotions
 India & South Africa- On grassroot innovation in selected areas agricultural
technology, For indigenous knowledge systems, In tourism and information and
communications
 India &Tanzania- To work closely and efficiently to combat the twin threats of
terrorism and climate change, On water resource management and development.
3.For establishment of vocational training centre at Zanzibar, On visa waiver for
diplomatic/official passport holders
 India & Kenya - On revised double taxation avoidance agreement, On Defense
Cooperation, For the line of Credit Agreement for the US $29.95 million, MoU
between Bureau of Indian standards and Bureau of Kenya standards
 India & Switzerland- For Education, Research and Innovation of the Swiss
Confederation for cooperation in skill development
 India &Mauritius- In the field of rural development and poverty alleviation
 India & Tanzania- In the field of Traditional Systems of Medicine and Homeopathy.
 India & USA- For Petroleum & Renewable Energy conservation
 India &Japan- social security agreement
AUGUST





Sri Lanka & China- Tripartite pact to construct mega port city, $1.4 billion
India & South Africa- Cooperation in the field of Tourism
India & Croatia- Economic Cooperation
India & Mauritius- Revised tax treaty from April 1 next year in a bid to curb tax
evasion.
 India &Germany- To foster conditions that will help create and improve workplacebased vocational training in India’s industrial clusters
 India & Myanmar- Cooperation in the field of traditional systems of medicine
 India & Cyprus - DTAA pact to avoid Tax Evasion
 India & Fiji- To allow Indian airlines to fly to any point in the island
SEPTEMBER



India & Nepal- Three agreements including
improvement of
network to cement ties between the two neighbors

road



India & France- 7.87 billion deal for Rafale fighter jets, equipped with latest missiles
and weapon system
 India & Singapore- To boost innovation, creativity
and technological
 advancement in both countries.
 India & Korea- For Mutual Recognition of Certificates for Seafarers, 1978
 Indian & Australia- To develop a variety of salt-tolerant rice
 India & Sri Lanka- To Support Fishermen And Farmers
 India & Mauritius- For collaboration in the area of defence and security
 India & Chile- To expand
the
India- Chile Preferential Trade Agreement
(PTA)
 India & Greece- For Air Services Agreement (ASA) under the ‘open sky’ policy
 India & Samoa- For exchange of information on Taxes
 India & Afghanistan- Ratification of an extradition treaty
 India & Switzerland- Identification and return of Swiss and Indian Nationals and its
implementation.
 India & Kenya- Cooperation in the field of National Housing Policy
 India & South Africa- For promoting bilateral cooperation in the field of Information
and Communication Technologies.
 India & Mozambique- Cooperation in the field of Youth Affairs
OCTOBER


India & Switzerland- Mutual Visa Exemption Agreement for Holders of Diplomatic
Passports, Technical Arrangements on Identification and Return of Illegal Migrants
and Arrangement for Dependent Person of Diplomatic, Consular, Technical and
Administrative Staff of Diplomatic and Consular Mission to Perform Gainful
Employment
 India & Qatar- Cooperation in the field of Youth and Sports
 India & Hungary- Cooperation in the field of water management
 India & the Russian Federation- On Expansion of Bilateral Trade and Economic
Cooperation.
 India & Russia- To set up 25 integrated infrastructure centers for irradiation
treatment of perishable food items
 India & Germany- To collaborate for Rs 1-lakh cr projects
 India & Italy- Joint Committee Cooperation in the sectors of science, technology and
 innovation.
NOVEMBER






India & Switzerland- For the implementation of Automatic Exchange of Information
(AEOI)
India & Switzerland- To extend Indo-Swiss Building Energy Efficiency Project
(BEEP) by five years
India & Venezuela- To increase oil production worth $1.45 billion
India & Sweden- To enhance collaboration in energy sector



India & Britain- Co-operationon in intellectual property rights (IPR) and ease of doing
business
 India & Japan- Cooperation in the field of Nuclear Energy, on the Manufacturing Skill
Transfer Promotion Program, Outer Space, Marine and Earth Science and
Technology,Agriculture and Food Related Industry, Textiles, and Sports
 India & Israel- To Intensify Defence, Anti-Terror Cooperation
 India, Bhutan- Bilateral trade agreement on Trade, Commerce and Transit
 India & UK- Co-operation in intellectual property (IP) and also for bilateral
cooperation on raising ease of doing business.
DECEMBER






India & Qatar- Co-operation in the field of visas, cyberspace and investments and to
Train Qatar’s Police for FIFA World Cup 2022
India & Afghanistan- Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
India & UK- To support Ease of Doing Business in India
European Union (EU) & Cuba- To normalize relations, change interaction on human
rights issues and increase already existing business ties between Europe and Cuba.
India & Nepal- To give additional 240 MW electricity to Nepal

Nobel Prize 2017:
Field

Name of Recipient

Work

Physics

Rainer Weiss,
Barry C. Barish,
Kip S. Thorne

Contributed to LIGO detector
& the observation of gravitational
waves

Chemistry

Jacques Dubochet,
Joachim Frank,
Richard Henderson

Developed cryo-electron microscopy
for the high-resolution structure
determination of bio-molecule in
solution.

Physiology

Jeffrey C. Hall,
Michael Rosbash,
Michael W. Young

Discovered molecular mechanisms to
control the circadian rhythm.

Literature

Kazuo Ishiguro

In his novels, uncovered the
chasm beneath our illusory
sense of connection with the world

Nobel Peace
Prize

International
Campaign to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons (ICAN)

Made ground breaking efforts to
achieve a treaty-based on prohibition
of nuclear weapons

The Sveriges
Riksbank Prize in
Economic
Sciences

Richard H. Thaler

Contributed to behavioural
economics.

Other Awards:
•

•
•

Professor Hiroshi Marui conferred with 3rd ICCR Distinguished Indologist Award.
The first award was given to Prof. Heinrich Freiherr Von Stietencron of Germany
in 2015.
South Africa’s Demi-Leigh Nel-Peters wins Miss Universe 2017 crown.
Girish Karnad conferred with 2017 Tata Literature Live Lifetime Achievement
Award.
Big Little Book Awards: Nabaneeta Dev Sen
Book of the year, non-fiction: ‘Age of Anger: A History of the Present’ by Pankaj
Mishra.
Book of the year, fiction: Easterine Kire’s ‘Son of the Thundercloud’.

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2017 Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award: Devendra (Para Athletics), Sardar Singh
(Hockey)
2017 Dronacharya Award: Dr. R. Gandhi (Athletics), Heera Nand Kataria
(Kabaddi), G.S.S.V. Prasad (Badminton), Brij Bhushan Mohanty (Boxing), P.A.
Raphel (Hockey), Sanjoy Chakraverthy (Shooting) and Roshan Lal (Wrestling)
2017 Arjuna Award: V.J. Surekha (Archery), Khushbir Kaur (Athletics), Arokia Rajiv
(Athletics), Prasanthi Singh (Basketball), LaishramDebendro Singh (Boxing),
Cheteshwar Pujara (Cricket), Harmanpreet Kaur (Cricket), OinamBembem Devi
(Football), S.S.P. Chawrasia (Golf), S.V. Sunil (Hockey), Jasvir Singh (Kabaddi), P.
N. Prakash (Shooting), A. Amalraj (Table Tennis), Saketh Myneni (Tennis),
SatyawartKadian (Wrestling), Mariyappan (Para-Athletics).
2017 Dhyan Chand Award: Bhupender Singh (Athletics), Syed Shahid Hakim
(Football), Sumarai Tete (Hockey).
Davis Gross won Man Booker Prize for his novel A Horse walk into the bar. He is
the first Israeli to win the Man Booker Prize.
Winner of prestigious ‘Great Immigrants’ annual award on US’s Independence
day - Adobe Chief Shantanu Narayen and former US Surgeon General Vivek
Murthy
Winner of Order of Australia for community work, the highest civilian award in
Australia - Guruswamy Jayraman (a 69-year-old Glenwood resident who
migrated from Delhi to Australia in 1991)
Winner of 2017 Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report Heroes Award: Mahesh
Bhagwat (Presently he serves as the first Commissioner of Police of Rachakonda)
‘Golden Peacock Award’ for Environment Management: Danfoss India (Climate
and energy efficiency solutions company, the award was presented in Hyderabad
during the 19th World Congress on Environment Management’ in the presence
of Supreme Court Justice Kurien Joseph.)
Young Leaders Award for 2017: Ankit Kawatra (Award presented by by Queen
Elizabeth II at a ceremony in the Buckingham Palace)
Ahmedabad has been declared as a World Heritage City (WHC) by UNESCO
Topped in the list of Most Powerful Arab Women by Forbes: Sheikha Lubna Al
Qasimi (UAE Minister of State for Tolerance)
World’s Best Airline for the 4th consecutive year: Air New Zealand
NASSCOM Service Excellence Award 2017: CSS Corp
Padma Vibushan 2017
Sharad Pawar - Public Affairs
Murli Manohar Joshi - Public Affairs
P.A. Sangma (posthumous) - Public Affairs
Sunder Lal Patwah (posthumous) - Public Affairs
K.J.Yesudas - Art – Music
Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev - Others – Spiritualism

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Udipi Ramachandra Rao - Science & Engineering
Padma Bhushan 2017
Vishwa Mohan Bhatt - Art – Music
Devi Prasad Dwivedi - Literature & Education
TehemtonUdwadia – Medicine
Ratna SundarMaharaj - Others-Spiritualism
Swami Niranjana Nanda Saraswati - Others-Yoga
H.R.H. Princess Maha ChakriSirindhorn (Foreigner) - Literature & Education
Cho Ramaswamy (Posthumous) - Literature & Education –Journalism

Film Industry






















India Has Not submitted an Entry to the Oscars On only one occasion, It was in the
year 2003
The First Satyajit Ray Movie which went as India's official Entry to oscars was Apu
Sansar
Anjali, a Mani Ratnam Movie was an Oscar Submission
The famous Movie "The Good Road" was filmed in Gujarati
India's First Tamil Submission to the Academy Awards was Daiva Magan
Swati Mutyam,Till date there has been only one Telugu film that has been submitted
to the Oscars. Name the film.
The 48th International Film Festival in India was held at Goa This Year and Amitabh
Bachchan was awarded the Indian Film Personality of 2017
Manushi Chillar is the 6th Indian Woman to win the Miss World 2017 Title
Javed Akhtar won the prestigious Hridaynath Mangeshkar Music Award
Tom Alter , who is known for his role in "Shatranj ke Khilari" passed away this year
"Saturday Night Live" was awarded Outstanding Variety Sketch Series at Emmy
Awards
K Viswanath won the Dadasaheb Phalke Award for 2016
Vetran Actor Shashi Kapoor Passes away , he was the son of Prithviraj Kapoor and
Ramsarni Kapoor
Titanic(1997),14 Oscar nominations is the most nominated Oscar Movie Ever
For his performance as mentor Juan in drama film ‘Moonlight'(2016), Mahershala Ali
received the Oscar award for Best Supporting Actor category. Ali also received a
Golden Globe and a BAFTA award nomination. The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
is one of Ali’s best film
Protestors demand a ban on Padmavati : In several parts of the country, protests
against Padmavati intensified on Friday. Several people in the states of Haryana,
Tamil Nadu, and Rajasthan, took to the streets demanding a ban on the movie on the
grounds that it distorted facts and hurt sentiments. The entrance to the Chittorgarh
Fort was also blocked by protestors who stated that they will not allow the film to be
released.
Dangal Surpasses PK's Record : Aamir Khan's recent film Dangal has broken record of
his own film PK, directed by Rajkumar Hirani. In just 17 days of its release, the film
has become the first to hit the 350 crore mark in Bollywood. The film is now strutting
towards a 400 crore mark.
Aamir Khan's recent film Dangal has broken record of his own film PK, directed by
Rajkumar Hirani. In just 17 days of its release, the film has become the first to hit the













350 crore mark in Bollywood. The film is now strutting towards a 400 crore
mark. Aamir Khan's recent film Dangal has broken record of his own film PK, directed
by Rajkumar Hirani. In just 17 days of its release, the film has become the first to hit
the 350 crore mark in Bollywood. The film is now strutting towards a 400 crore mark.
Harry Potter fame star, Emma Watson was conferred the First ever "Genderless
Acting" Award for the Best Actor category on 7th May 2017 at the annual MTV
Movie and TV Awards ceremony hald at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles,
California
Discovery To Launch Its First Hindi General Entertainment Channel, Discovery JEET In
India. The channel will be started in the end of 2017
World Radio Day observed with the Theme "Radio is You". Celebrated across the
world on 13th February 2017. Speaking on the occasion , Irina Bokova , the Director
General of United Nations Educational , Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO), said that at such a time when turbulence is high in the society , radio
provides an ideal platform to bring communities together.
PVR Pictures launched Vkaao- Theatre on Demand Service.
Pink Invited for special Screening at UN HQ
Newton wins Best Film at Hong Kong Film Festival
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan wins Best Actress Award for Sarbjit at IFFAA
Bollywood Star Priyanka Chopra Appointed UNICEF Global Goodwill Ambassador
Taylor Swift with the earnings of 170 million US Dollars tops the list of World's
Highest Paid published by Forbes.

Indian Economy in Numbers



























The Indian economy is expected to grow at 7.2 per cent in FY 2017-18, as per the
forecast by International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows stood at US$ 33.75 billion during AprilSeptember 2017.
India's foreign exchange reserves were US$ 399.53 billion in the week up to
November 17, 2017, as compared to US$ 399.29 billion over the past week.
Mutual Funds asset base stood at Rs 21.41 trillion (US$ 332.28 billion) at the end of
October 2017, as against Rs 20.40 trillion (US$ 314.16 billion) at the end of September
2017.
India’s Index of Industrial Production (IIP) advanced by 3.8 per cent in September
2017, as against a rise of 4.5 per cent in August 2017. The cumulative IIP growth for
April-September 2017 was 2.5 per cent over the same period in 2015-16.
The eight key infrastructure sectors rose 4.7 per cent in October 2017 as against 5.2
per cent in September 2017, with steel exhibiting the maximum growth of 8.4 per
cent. The cumulative growth during April-October 2017 increased by 3.5 per cent.
Passenger vehicle sales declined 0.30 per cent year-on-year to 279,837 units in
October 2017, as compared to 11.59 per cent year-on-year increase to 303,882 units
in September 2017.
India's current account deficit (CAD) expanded marginally to 2.4 per cent of gross
domestic product (GDP) during April-June 2017, as against a deficit of 0.1 per cent
during the same period of 2016-17. The current account deficit (CAD) for the financial
year 2016-17 narrowed to 0.7 per cent of GDP, as against a deficit of 1.1 per cent in
2015-16.
India’s Wholesale Price Index (WPI) inflation index rose by 1.0 per cent to 115.5 in
October 2017 as against 114.3 in September 2017.
India’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation rate increased to 3.58 in October 2017 as
compared to 3.28 per cent in September 2017.
Total Merger and Acquisition (M&A) activity stood at US$ 36.6 billion between
January-October 2017.
Total value of Private Equity (PE)/venture capital (VC) investments reached a record
high of US$ 21.8 billion in value terms between January-October 2017.
Exchange Rate Used: INR 1 = US$ 0.0155 as on November 30, 2017

CPI inflation fell from 6% in July 2016 to 2.4% in December 2016.
The Current Account Deficit has fallen to 0.3% of GDP from 1% In H1FY17.
There has been a 36% increase in FDI flow.
India’s foreign exchange reserves are at $361 billion as of January 2017. This is
enough to cover 12 months needs.
Fiscal Deficit for 2017-18 pegged at 3.2% of GDP.
Revenue deficit will be reduced to 2.1% for 2017-18 from 2.3% in the previous year.
FDI increased from ₹1.07 lakh crores in first half of last year to ₹1.45 lakh crores in
first half of 2016-17.




Net market borrowing would be ₹3.48 lakh crore in 2017-18 from 4.1% in the current
fiscal, he said.
FRBM Review Panel headed by former Revenue Secretary N K Singh had
recommended debt to GDP ratio of 60 per cent by 2023 and fiscal deficit for next 3
years at 3%.




Demonetization in Union Budget 2017
Negative effects of demonetization not expected to be felt in 2017-18.
Surplus liquidity due to demonetization will lower borrowing cost and increase access
to credit. This will lead to growth.
Aadhar Pay & Transaction Related Info in Union Budget 2017







Black money SIT, headed by Justice MB Shah (retired), has suggested no cash
transaction above ₹3 lakh. The government has accepted this recommendation,
starting 1st April 2017.
Aadhaar enabled payment service will be launched soon.
Banks have targeted to introduce additional 10 lakh Point-of-Sale terminals by March
of 2017. This number is set to hit 20 lakh by September 2017.
Two new schemes will be launched to boost the adoption of BHIM (Bharat Interface
for Money) digital payment app. These will be a referral bonus and a cash back
scheme for merchants.
Nearly 1.25 crore people have already adopted the BHIM app.
Infrastructure & Development in Union Budget 2017















Transport sector allocated ₹2.41 lakh crore.
Bharat Net Project allocated ₹10,000 crore.
Allocation for infrastructure stands at a record ₹3,96,135 crore.
Roads & Highways in Union Budget 2017
₹64,000 crore will be allocated for the development of National Highways.
133 kms of roads will be constructed per day in rural areas under Pradhan Mantri
Gram Sadak Yojana. Compare this against 73 kms of road per day in the period from
2011-14 constructed in rural areas.
₹27,000 crore will be allocated for rural roads in the financial year 2017-18 against
₹19,000 crore in 2016-17.
Railways in Union Budget 2017
A 22% rise in the Railways Budget was announced.
Total capital and developmental expenditure of ₹1.31 lakh crore have been allocated
for Railways in 2017-18, including ₹55,000 crore to be provided by the government.
3500 kms of railway lines will be constructed.
Service charge on rail tickets booked through IRCTC will be withdrawn.
A rail safety fund with corpus of ₹100,000 crore will be created over a period of 5
years.









500 rail stations to be made friendly to the differently abled by providing lifts and
escalators.
Steps will be taken to launch dedicated trains for pilgrimage and tourism.
At least 25 train stations are expected to be awarded during 2017-18.
By 2019, all coaches of the Indian Railways will be fitted with bio-toilets.
Railways will integrate end to end transport solutions for selected commodities
through partnerships.
Unmanned railway level crossings to be eliminated by 2020.
A new metro rail policy will be announced.
Agriculture & Allied Sectors and Rural Development in Union Budget 2017





















Agriculture sector is set to grow at 4.6%.
Expenditure in agriculture is targeted at ₹10 lakh crore.
Total allocation for rural, agricultural and allied sectors for 2017-18 is ₹1,87,223 crore.
This is 24% more than the allocated amount last year.
The government is committed to double farmers’ incomes in 5 years.
Target for agricultural credit in 2017-18 fixed at ₹10 lakh per person.
The government will issue soil health cards and will setup a mini lab in Krishi Vigyan
Kendras.
Fasal Bima Yojana coverage will be increased to 40% in 2017-18 and 50% in 2018-19
from 30% of crop area in 2016-17. This for security against natural disasters.
Budget provision for Fasal Bima Yojana of ₹5500 crore from Budget Estimate of 2016
was increased to ₹13,240 crore in 2016-17 to settle arrears claims.
A dedicated micro-irrigation fund will be set up by NABARD to achieve the goal of ‘Per
Drop More Crop’. Its initial corpus will be ₹5000 crore.
Dairy processing infrastructure fund will be set up under NABARD, with fund of ₹8000
crore.
Infrastructure funds for dairy will generate extra rural income of ₹50,000 crore per
annum.
100% electrification of villages will be achieved by May 1, 2018.
50,000 Gram Panchayats will be made “poverty free” in the next year.
Mahila Shakti Kendra at village level for rural women empowerment will be initiated
in this financial year.
The Cabinet approved extension of tenure of loans under Credit Linked Subsidy
Scheme of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana from 15 to 20 years.
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana allocation raised from ₹15,000 crore to ₹23,000 crore.
Open defecation free villages are now being given priority for pipe to water supply.
60 days interest waiver on loans from cooperative credit societies.
Computerization of loan disbursal from primary agricultural societies by NABARD.
Integration of 63000 functional PACs with core banking support and district
cooperative banks over 3 years at a cost of ₹1900 crores. This will be done with
support from state governments.
Manufacturing & Industries in Union Budget 2017












India is the 6th biggest manufacturer this last fiscal, up 3 places from last FY.
The country will be turned into an electronics hub.
Housing & Amenities in Union Budget 2017
The government is targeting 1 crore houses for poor and homeless and those living in
kachcha housing by 2019.
₹23,000 crore has been allocated for rural housing in 2017-18 against ₹15,000 crore
allocated last year.
The government will introduce safe drinking water to cover 28,000 arsenic and
fluoride-affected habitations over the next four years.
Affordable Housing has now been given ‘Infrastructure’ status.
Instead of built up area, carpet area of 30 to 60 sq meters will be applicable for
affordable housing.
The holding period for capital gains tax for immovable property has been reduced
from 3 years to 2 years.
Real estate developers will now get tax relief on unsold stock as liability. They need to
pay capital gains only from the year that the project is completed.
Health & Social Security in Union Budget 2017




















For senior citizens, Aadhar cards stating their health condition will be introduced.
Two new All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) to be set up. One in Jharkhand
and another in Gujarat.
The government has targeted to eliminate Kala Azar and Filariasis by 2017, Leprosy by
2018, Measles by 2020 and Tuberculosis by 2025 as part of the health policies.
The government wants to bring down the MMR from 167 in 2011-13 to 100 between
2018-2020.
Existing health sub centres will be converted into Health Wellness Centres.
The government has decided to start DNB (Diplomate National Board) courses in
many of the hospitals across the country.
Education in Union Budget 2017
Government will focus on the true potential of the youth.
Good quality institutions will be focused on which will possess better quality and
education.
Government will provide education through digital platform.
Access to SWAYAM education portal online, which will be introduced with 350 online
courses.
Skill strengthening to be implemented from this year with a budget of Rs 2,200 crore.
PM Kaushal Kendras to be extended to 600 districts.
3.5 crore youth to be trained under Sankalp programme launched by government.
Quality and market relevance will be noted in vocational training.
National Testing Agency will be conducting major entrance examinations.
CBSE will be freed from conducting examinations, and will focus majorly on
academics.
UGC will be reformed for higher education, whereas colleges and institutions will be
given more autonomy. Greater autonomy will be provided to major institutes.

Employment in Union Budget 2017










Allocation under MNREGA increased to ₹48,000 crore from ₹38,500 crore. This is
highest ever allocation for this rural employment scheme.
Under MNREGA sheme, participation of women has increased from 45% to 55%.
Mahila Shakti Kendra at village level for rural women empowerment will be initiated
in this financial year.
For better monitoring, geo-tagging of all MGNREGA assets is being done and space
technology will be used for better transparency.
5 lakh farm ponds and 10 lakh pits were fully achieved in 2016-17 and about 10 lakh
farm ponds will be completed by March 2017 under MGNREGA.
The new metro rail policy is expected to open up new jobs for the youth.
Job-creating packages will be introduced for textile sector.
100 international centres will be launched across the country for the youth to seek
jobs outside India.
Big employment opportunities to come up in tourism sector. Additional opportunities
for employment of women to open up through model shops and establishment bill

Startups in Union Budget 2017


Firms incorporated after 31 March 2016 could now avail of a three-year tax holiday in
the first seven years of their existence.

Taxation in Union Budget 2017











The income tax rate for the tax slab of ₹250,000 to ₹500,000 from 10% to 5%.
This is expected to reduce the tax liability of all persons earning up to ₹5 lakh, to zero
with rebate or half.
To avoid duplication of benefit, the existing rebate to the same group of beneficiaries
will be reduced to ₹2500, available to assessees having income up to ₹3.5 lakh.
Combined effect of these mean that there will be no tax liability of individuals earning
up to ₹3 lakhs.
Tax liability of only ₹2500 for those earning between ₹3-3.5 lakhs.
Individuals earning up to ₹4.5 lakhs will have no tax if they use the full limit of ₹1.5
lakh in investment under Sec. 80c.
All other taxpaying individuals in subsequent brackets will get a uniform benefit of
₹12,500 per person.
There will be a 10% surcharge for those whose annual income is ₹50 lakh to ₹1 crore.
The existing 15% surcharge for those whose annual income is above ₹1 crore will
continue.
Small firms with turnover up to ₹50 crore will now only need to pay 25% tax instead
of 30%.













Firms incorporated after 31st March 2016 could now avail of a three-year tax holiday
in the first seven years of their existence.
Out of 3.7 crore who filed tax returns in 2015-16, only 24 lakh persons showed
income above ₹10 lakh.
Of 76 lakh individuals who reported income of over ₹5 lakh, 56 lakh are salaried.
There is also a proposal to allow a carry forward of Minimum Alternative Tax for a
period of 15 years up from the current 10 years now.
INCOME SLAB TAX RATE
Upto ₹3 lakhs Nil
₹3 lakhs to ₹5 lakhs 5%
₹5 lakh to ₹10 lakh
20%
₹10 lakh to ₹50 lakh 30%
₹50 lakh to ₹1 crore
30% + 10% surcharge
Above ₹1 crore
30% + 15% surcharge

Energy in Union Budget 2017
















The government proposes to set up strategic crude oil reserves in Odisha and
Rajasthan.
The government has allocated ₹4,843 crore for electrification in financial year 201718.
100% electrification of villages will be achieved by May 1, 2019.
Defense in Union Budget 2017
Defence budget is getting a 11% hike over last year.
Defence expenditure excluding pension is set at ₹2.74 lakh crore.
The allocation is about 12.78 percent of the total government expenditure of ₹21.47
lakh crore.
The capital acquisition component of the defence allocation for the coming fiscal is
just over ₹86,400 crore, compared to about ₹78,500 crore last year. However, the
Defence Ministry had returned close to ₹36,000 crore of the funds allocated to it for
capital acquisition last year.
Miscellaneous in Union Budget 2017
The Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) will be abolished.
Trade Infrastructure Export Scheme to be launched in 2017-18.
The government is considering introduction of a new law to confiscate assets of
offenders who escape the country.
Maximum cash donation that any party can receive from one source will be set at
₹2000. Political parties will be entitled to receive donations by cheques or digital
modes. An amendment is being proposed to RBI Act to enable the issuance of
electoral bonds for political funding.
Risks to Indian Economy




Oil Prices
Rising Dollar Value
Volatile Commodity Prices

List of some of List of Important Schemes & Government Policies that
were launched under various ministries in the last 3 years :
1.
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna (PMJDY)
•
This yojna was launched in the year 2014 on 28th of August
•
The objective of this yojna was to make financial services accessible and affordable.
•
It mostly targets people who are below poverty line and people who don't have a
bank account.
•
This yojna proved to be huge success as more than 21 crore bank accounts got
opened in just one and a half year of its initiation.
2.
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY).
•
This Yojna was undertaken in 2014 on 11th of October;
•
It provides insurance cover to rabi and kharif crops and also financial support to
farmers in case there is any damage of crops.
•
Under this scheme, farmers will have to pay a uniform premium of 2% for all kharif
crops and 1.5% for all rabi crops.
3.
Make in India
•
Make in India was an initiative started in 2014 on 27th September.
•
The scheme focuses on job creation and skill enhancement in 25 sectors of the
economy.
•
The initiative hopes to attract capital and technological investment in India.
4.
Pradhan Mantri Sukanya Samridhi Yojna (PMSSY)
•
This initiative was taken in the year 2015 on 22 of January;
•
It aimed at opening bank accounts for a girl child. Till she turns 14, money is to be
deposited, minimum deposit can be of Rs.1000 per year and maximum can be 1.5 lakh per
year.
•
After which she can withdraw 50% of the deposited amount for her future
endeavours.
•
When a girl becomes 21, maturity amount can also be withdrawn with interest rates
decided by the government.
5.
Pradhan Mantri mudra yojna (PMMY)
•
Launched in the year 2015 on 8th of April;
•
This Yojna was started to provide funds to the non-corporate small business sector.
•
Loans of 50 thousand to 10 lakh can be availed under Sishu, Kishore and Tarun
categories.
•
Under this Yojna till now approximately Rs. 1 lakh crore loans are sanctioned.
6.
Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY)

•
This initiative was taken in the year 2015 on 9th of May;
•
PMJJBY provides life insurance cover to citizens.
•
This Yojana is a government backed life insurance scheme. The scheme is open and
available to all citizens between the ages of 18 to 50 years.
•
Policy holders can get life insurance cover of Rs. 2 Lakh with an annual premium of Rs.
330 excluding service tax.
7.
Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY)
•
Launched in the year 2015 on 9th Of May
•
Its main Objective was to provide accidental insurance cover.
•
It is a government backed accident insurance scheme, aimed at increasing the
penetration of accidental insurance cover in India.
•
The scheme is open and available to all citizens between the ages of 18 to 70 years.
•
The policy holder gets a life insurance cover of Rs. 2 Lakh with an annual premium of
just Rs. 12 excluding service tax.
8.
Atal Pension Yojana (APY)
•
Atal Pension Yojna was launched in the year 2015 on 9th of May;
•
This scheme aimed at increasing the number of people covered under any kind of
pension scheme. It is one of the three Jan Suraksha schemes.
•
It especially targeted the private unorganized sector and citizens between the ages of
18 to 40 years.
•
The scheme also provides a monthly pension of Rs 1000 to Rs. 5000 per month based
on the contributions made by the beneficiary.
9.
Kisan Vikas Patra
•
KVP was relaunched in the year 2015 on 3rd of March;
•
Its main objective was to provide safe and secure investment avenues to budding
investors.
•
It is an investment scheme that promises that the invested money will get doubled in
8 years and 4 months. However, investors would not get any tax benefit for their investment
in KVP.
•
The Kisan Vikas Patra certificates will be available in the denominations of Rs 1,000,
5,000, 10,000 and 50,000 and there is no upper limit.
10.
One Rank One Pension (OROP) Scheme
•
This ambitious scheme was not initiated by the Modi government, however the
government is working to implement this pending scheme.
•
Its objective will be to provide same pension for same rank, for same length of
service, irrespective of the date of retirement.
11.
Gold Monetisation Schemes
•
This scheme was launched in the year of 2015 on 04 of November;
•
To reduce the reliance on gold imports over time and to lure tonnes of gold from
households into the banking system were its main objectives.
•
Under the scheme, people can deposit gold into the banks and earn interest based on
the value of the gold.

12.
Start-up India, Stand-up India
•
This project was initiated in the year 2016 on 16th of January,
•
Its objective was to provide support to all start-up businesses. The start-ups can adopt
self-certification to reduce the regulatory liabilities.
•
An online portal, in the shape of a mobile application, was launched to help start-up
founders to easily register.
•
The app was launched on 1st April.
13.
Stand Up India Loan Scheme
•
The main objective of the scheme is to provide financial aid to SC/ST and women to
promote entrepreneurship and employment in India.
•
The financial aid will be provided to set up and grow businesses of SC/ST and women
in need.
•
The initiative will also encourage young minds to come up with innovative ideas and
create job opportunities in the country.
14.
BHIM App
•
Indian government launched this app in the year of 2016 on 30th December,
•
Its aim was to enable citizens to send and receive payments using any of the three
modes UPI (Unified Payment Interface), AEPS (Aadhar Enabled Payment System) and USSD
(Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) using the single BHIM app.
15.
Vrishtha Pension Bima Yojana 2017 – The Old Age Pension Scheme
•
Indian government has initiated the idea of Old Age Pension Scheme so that senior
citizens get more benefits under this pension scheme, at a minimum interest rate.
Educational Schemes & Government Policies for SSC, Banking Exams 2017
Launched in the year 2016-17 are enlisted below:
1.
Shyama Prasad Mukherji Rurban Mission
•
The Shyama Prasad Mukherji Rurban Mission (SPMRM) is a scheme launched by
Government of India in 2016
•
It aims to deliver integrated project based infrastructure in the rural areas, which will
also include development of economic activities and skill development.
2.
Setu Bharatam Project
•
Setu Bharatam programme for building bridges for safe and seamless travel on
National Highways, in New Delhi
3.
Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana
•
Launched in 2016 on 1st May from Ballia in Uttar Pradesh.
•
The scheme is aimed at replacing the unclean cooking fuels mostly used in the rural
India with the clean and more efficient LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas).
•
Under this scheme, the government aims to provide LPG connections to BPL
households in the country.

GST

- The main motto behind GST is “One nation, One market, One tax”. GST structure is bound
to eradicate the double taxation and cascading effect of taxes as a string of central and state
taxes will now be subsumed under one tax system.
- GST will benefit the logistics sector as there will be no necessity of border check posts
between states. It is bound to improve the efficiency and give a thrust to “Make in India”
programme, as goods manufactured in the domestic market will be competitive in the global
markets with the reduction in prices. GST is also expected to improve the ease of doing
business in India while at the same time increasing the transparency in the tax collection
system.
- The Government has also included an Anti-Profiteering clause in the GST law to ensure that
the reduction in prices of goods and services are passed on to the consumers.
Indirect Tax Structure
The levy of taxes in the Indirect Tax Structure was divided between the Central and State
governments, with the Central Government taxing the manufacture of goods and supply of
services and the State Government levying tax on the goods at the point of sale.
Table 9: Central and State Taxes in Indirect Tax Structure
CENTRAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
Central Excise duty
Value Added Tax/ Service tax
Service tax
Entertainment Tax
Customs duty
Central Sales tax
Central Cesses and Surcharges
Octroi and entry tax
Luxury tax
GST is a destination based tax where “supply” of goods and services is taxed as opposed to
manufacture (excise), sales (VAT) and services (services). This system will integrate service tax
with taxes on goods across all supply chains. GST is further classified into CGST (Central GST),
SGST (State GST), and IGST (Integrated GST). CGST and SGST are levied on supply of goods
and services within a state while IGST is levied on inter-state supply of goods and services.
Tax Slabs under GST
All goods and services will be taxed under four tax slabs- 5 percent, 12 percent, 18 percent
and 28 percent. In order to control inflation, essential items including food, which presently
constitute roughly half of the consumer inflation basket, will be taxed at zero rate.
The lowest rate of 5 percent would be for common use items. There would be two standard
rates of 12 per cent and 18 per cent, which would fall on the bulk of the goods and services.
This includes fast-moving consumer goods.
Highest tax slab will be applicable to items which are currently taxed at 30-31% (excise duty
plus VAT). Ultra luxuries, demerit and sin goods (like tobacco and aerated drinks), will attract
a cess for a period of five years on top of the 28 Percent GST.
The collection from this cess as well as that of the clean energy cess would create a revenue
pool which would be used for compensating states for any loss of revenue during the first
five years of implementation of GST. Finance minister said that the cess would be lapsable
after five years.
GST @ 0
GST @ 5
GST @ 12
GST @ 18
GST
@ 28

Unpacked
Food Grains
Sugar
Butter
Masala
Salt
Tea
Ghee
Shampoo
Education
Services
Cashew Nuts
Almonds
Deodorant
Health Services
Domestic LPG
Mobiles
Automobile
Unbranded Flour
Edible Oils
Fruit Juice
Paint
Gold and jewellery will be taxed at 3 percent GST

Soap

Pan

Computers

Toiletries
Tooth Paste
Hair Oil

Supply:
The definition of supply becomes inevitable as GST is a tax on supply of goods and services.
The term supply in the case of goods includes sale, transfer, barter, exchange, license, rental,
lease or disposal made during the business. It also includes permanent transfer of business
assets, temporary application of business assets to a non-business use, services put to nonbusiness use, assets retained after deregistration, and supply by a taxable person to another
taxable or non-taxable person. Upgradation, customisation etc of software comes under
supply of services.
GST Network
GST Network Limited (GSTN) is a not-for-profit, non- government organisation which is aimed
at providing IT infrastructure and services to Central and State Governments including tax
payers and other stake holders. It serves as a link between Government and the tax payers
and provides services like registration of suppliers, returns and payments to all tax payers.
Addressing the apprehensions about the non-availability of internet services everywhere in
the country, Revenue minister Hasmukh Adhia was quoted saying
• Internet would be needed only while filing monthly return of GST
• One return needs to be filed per month while it has three parts to it. One part needs to be
filed by the dealer while the other two will be automatically populated by a computer.
• Small retailers will not need to file invoice-wise details. Those in retail business (B2C) need
to file only one summary of total sales.
In addition to this, the GST Network has launched an offline excel based format for traders to
account all the invoices of a particular month. The data in the excel template will then be
imported by an offline tool to generate a Java Script Object Notation (JSON) file. This JSON
file will have to be uploaded on the GST Network before 10th of every month. This process
will minimise the need for internet facilities. The filing of returns being digitised, tax evasion
could also be prevented.
E-way bill
It is an electronic permit required to be generated for moving goods worth over Rs. 50,000
within or between states. It has to be generated on the GST Network and should be
produced in front of tax-officials, either physically or mapped to a Radio Frequency
Identification Device (RFID) embedded on to the conveyance, in case of an inspection during

transit of goods. E-way bills are aimed at reducing the menace of long queues at check posts
between states.
• Impact on GDP– The short term impact on GDP could be mixed. There could be a reduction
in GDP growth rate as the tax rate on services, which account for 60 percent of the GDP, is
bound to rise. Prices of capital goods could fall by 12- 14 percent boosting GDP growth by 0.5
percent. However, in the long term, the impact of GST will be clearly positive as gains from a
more efficient tax system, greater price competitiveness (reduced costs), and the removal of
interstate tax barriers would boost growth via higher exports and investments.
• Impact on Inflation- Inflation is expected to remain low as GST rates on essential goods
such as food grain, household consumer items and essential services have been either
exempt or kept lower.
CRISIL forecasts the economy to grow close to 7.4% in 2017-18, the first year of GST rollout,
which is slightly higher than 7.1% in 2016-17, but lower than 7.9% of 2015-16.
Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
A research report from Motilal Oswal said the impact of GST will be neutral to positive for
many companies. Many important inputs required for the food processing industry such as
jaggery, cereals and milk, being exempted from GST, is expected to be beneficial for the
industry. The GST rates decided for the major FMCG products are lower compared to their
current tax rates. Tax rates of common use products such as hair oil, toothpaste and soaps
have been set at 18 per cent, which is below the current effective tax rates applicable in most
of the states.
However, certain products are bound to get expensive like ghee, cheese and butter as they
are currently placed in the 12 percent tax slab in contrast to 4 to 5 percent tax rate in the
previous regime.
FMCG sector would also benefit from GST in the form of saving a considerable amount of
expenses on logistics. Distribution cost of the FMCG sector currently amounts to 2-7% of
total cost, which is expected to drop to 1.5% after implementation of GST. Due to the
smoother supply chain management, payment of tax, claiming input credit, removal of CST
under the GST regime there will be a cost reduction in terms of transportation and storage of
goods. It is expected that the reduction in cost and taxes would make the consumer goods
cheaper.
FMCD goods are expected to become expensive with most of the goods charged a higher GST
rate(18%) than the previous tax structure. Laptops and desktops are also set to become
dearer with GST coming into effect, making the industry, which has been arguing for a lower
rate of tax to help boost the Digital India drive, to raise concern about the new rates. The
Manufacturers Association for Information Technology had recommended a rate of 12 per
cent on PCs, which would have made computers cheaper and helped in increasing IT
penetration.
Most mobile phones may get costlier by 4-5 percent with the government imposing a goods
and services tax (GST) of 12 percent, taking away the benefit under duty differential that was
being offered to local manufacturers.
Automobiles:
Lower prices of bikes may help support volumes growth for Hero Moto Corp, Bajaj Auto and
TVS Motor. Eicher Motors will be impacted by 3 percent extra cess on motorcycles above 350
cc, which form 6 percent of its total volume.

Luxury vehicles will attract a 28 percent GST, besides a maximum cess of 15 percent, so the
maximum duty one would end up paying is 43 percent, much lower than the present
effective tax of around 52-55 percent.
Duty on coal reduced to 5 percent from 12 percent will benefit Coal India
government slashed the GST rate on fertilizers from 12 to 5%
Although the proposed GST rate on many services is higher than the previous service tax- 15
percent on specified fraction of the service value- GST eases the tax burden on them. That is
because, in addition to service tax, these services currently also bear VAT levied by states
which make the combined tax burden higher than the GST rate proposed. Examples include
supply of food, drinks in outside catering and services of non-AC restaurants without liquor
license.
Telecom Sector:
The 18 percent slab, 3 percentage points higher than the current 15 per cent services tax, did
not go down well with the Telecom sector.
Restaurants:
Eating out at mid & small level restaurants gets cheaper. Effective tax rate (including VAT and
service tax) in the previous regime added up to 20.5 percent, though it varied from state to
state, it has now come down to uniform rate of 18 percent across all states under GST. Heads
of large restaurant chains such as McDonalds, Pizza Hut, Costa Coffee, Nirula have indicated
that they will pass on the lower tax benefits to customers.
Movie tickets are expected to have a slump in their rates as they are placed in the 28 percent
slab which is lower than the previous tax burden.
• Real estate sector is expecting a reduction in prices with developers now allowed ITC on the
raw materials of construction
• Raw materials of construction are taxed lower than the previous regime.
GST tax of 18 per cent on coaching classes would raise the financial burden over the students
and their parents
Sanitary napkins
Transport and Logistics:
• Check-posts have been abolished, effective rate has come down by 6 % , hub-and-spoke
supply chain networks is being leveraged through large central warehouses and remodeled
transportation routes.
At the stroke of midnight on Friday, June 30, India’s goods and services tax (GST) has become
official. The sixteen-year-in-the-making taxation system overhaul – which started with the
Vajpayee government in 2000, later forged into existence by the UPA governments from
2007 to 2013 and finally shepherded through by the Modi government – is here now for
better or worse.
International Monetary Fund stating that the GST will push India's GDP growth rate up over 8
percent.

Farm Loan Waiver and its Impact
Past History
1990 : 1st Nation wide loan waiver : Cost 10,000 Crore

It took a decade for the government to recover that loan.
2008 : ADWDRS : 52,000 crore
2014 : Andhra—40,000 Crore : Telangana—20,000Crore
2017 : UP, Punjab, Maharashtra all announced Farm Loan Waivers
Benefits
Good in short run
Relief to farmer for current season. Farmer might invest the saved money and gain some
extra profit, which would help in reducing the stress in current season but might not be that
much beneficial in longer term.
Helps only Government
It helps only the government / politician to win the election so that they recover the money
from other resources which will be very much harmful for the economy.

Any Other way ?
Farmers are not a liability, they are our assets – and they
should be treated as such.
More than 50% of the Indian population still depends on agriculture. This is where the real
potential of “Make in India” lies.
Not more lending institutions but better lending institu-tions with transparency and
accountability.
It’s time we make smart villages so they become self-reliant. In other words, the farmers
should be empowered to store, process and package their produce so they can maximise
their profits.
Land continues to be a major reason which makes or breaks the farmers. The 2013 Land
Acquisition must be enforced rather than diluted.
CONS of Farm Loan Waiver
Chain Effect
It started with Yogi Adityanath giving loan waiver which prompted farmers of other states too
as Punjab, Maharash-tra, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh.
Strike and Loss
If demands are not met, farmers don’t allow necessary items to reach APMC and so there is
loss and increase in prices too.
Increase in fiscal deficit
Farm loan waivers increase the fiscal deficit and all the bur-den come directly on the shoulder
of state government’s budget as Central government tries to not touch the state subject.
For example Maharashtra’s fiscal deficit increase from 1.53% (Budgeted) to 2.71%.
Development of state get hampered

As farm loan waiver eats up majority chunk of budget, so it hampers the state development
due to paucity of funds. For example In case of UP loan waiver cost around 8% of state’s
revenue.
Credit Culture Distorted
Farm loans are waived to both who pays on time and who don’t. So it doesn’t encourage
rather discourage to give pay-ment on time, which led to non track of right candidate who
can be given loan again and same has been reiterated by Arundhati Bhattacharya.
Promotes Corruption
Many farmers who don’t require waivers and are earning quite good but by relieving fake
details, they get the waiver. They bribe few officials and they get waivers more easily than
the real needy.
Farmers having moneylenders’ money
Informal sources such as moneylenders, family and friends accounted for 62% of indebted
households among marginal farmers. In reality the original needy farmers don’t get the
benefit
RBI Monetary Policy Rates and Trends
Policy Repo Rate 6.00%
Reverse Repo Rate 5.75%
Marginal Standing
6.25%
Facility Rate
Bank Rate
CRR
SLR

6.25%
4%
19.5%

Recent Changes in Rates
August Monetary Policy Review
• Repo rate cut by 25 basis points (6.25% to 6.00%), a 7 year low repo rate.
• Reverse repo rate cut by 25 basis point (6.00% to 5.75%)
•

Focus on keeping inflation at 4 + 2 %
October Monetary Policy Review

• SLR rate cut by 50 basis point (20% to 19.5%)
• No rate cut in other policy rates

The Corporate in the past 2 Years
o
Forbes has released their 7th annual list of the world's most innovative companies of
2017. The US based company has moved up to #1 overtaking Tesla Motors Inc..

Ans: Salesforce.com
o
________________________, an electronic payment and e-commerce brand rolled
out its own FASTag to enable electronic toll fee collection on highways across the country, in
line with the government's move to make FASTag mandatory on every new vehicle sold
from December 1.
o
Ans: Paytm Payments Bank
o
The Bengaluru-headquartered company, Infosys was searching for a new CEO after
former CEO Vishal Sikka resigned in August 2017. This search ended with the appointment
of Salil S. Parekh as its new CEO and Managing Director.
o
India’s leading car companies Toyota and Suzuki have signed a memorandum of
understanding which will see both companies working together for introducing electric
vehicles (EVs) in the Indian market by around 2020.
o
In November 2017, Telangana government inked an MoU with the Patanjali group
with an aim to set up ‘Food Park’. The large food park in Telangana will have units for
processing edible oil, fruit pulp and spices.
o
In November,Uber unveiled a partnership with NASA (National Aeronautics and
Space Administration) to develop flying taxis priced competitively.The first demonstration
flights are expected in 2020 and will move into commercial operations by 2023.
o
Tata Steel set up India’s largest Coke Dry Quenching (CDQ) facility at its steel plant
located in Kalinganagar, Odisha.
o
The transportation network company Ola announced its strategic partnership with
Microsoft company and thereby choosing the Microsoft as its preferred cloud provider, the
customers will be able to use productivity tools such as Office 365 and Skype for Business, as
well as voice-assisted controls built using Microsoft Cognitive Services and bot framework,
in-car during their rides
o
Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) became the first Indian company to cross Rs 6
trillion market capitalization after its shares surged over 75% so far this year and hit a fresh
lifetime high
o
HPCL (Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd) has become the first Oil Marketing
Company (OMC) from India to mark its presence in the lubricant market in Myanmar.

o
Aditya Birla Group’s flagship ecommerce site "Abof.com" will close down its
operations by December 31, 2017, unable to compete against the heavy discounting model
of online rivals such as Flipkart and Amazon.
o
Google launched a mobile wallet and payments app 'Tez' in India that will let users
link their phones to their bank accounts to pay for goods in physical stores and online.
o
In July, 2017 Google launched 'Hire', a recruiting app for small- and medium-sized
businesses that also integrates seamlessly with G Suite. They planned to compete with the
Microsoft owned LinkedIn
o
Uber’s search for a replacement for its former co-founder CEO Travis Kalanick has
come to an end with Dara Khosrowshahi, the current CEO of Expedia, being officially offered
the job.
o
Facebook launched a new video programming platform ‘Watch’ for creators and
publishers. Watch is expected to compete with Google owned YouTube.
o
The IT industry, Intuit India ranked first under ‘India’s Best Companies To Work For2017’ published by The Economic Times.
o
According to Fortune magazine, Google is the No. 1 place to work for the eighth time
in 11 years
o
Fortune’s Most Powerful Women 2017 list has been topped by Mary Barra,
Chairman and CEO, General Motors.
o
Only nine private-sector CEOs who made Fortune‘s 2017 list of World's Greatest
Leaders. Jeff Bezos(Founder and CEO, Amazon) is first one among those, ranked at No. 5.
o
Information Technology giant Wipro has become the first Indian business house to
declare the President of the United State, Donald Trump as a potential 'threat to business',
in its annual filing with the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
o
Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) has overtaken Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC)
to become India’s most profitable state-owned company
o
Japan's SoftBank invested 1.4 billion (over Rs 9,079 crore) in digital payments
platform Paytm making it Softbank's largest investment in a single company in India
o
India’s fifth largest private sector Bank, the YES BANK has won the prestigious
‘Golden Peacock Innovative Product/Service Award 2017’ (in Financial sector Banking). Yes
Bank received the prize for its innovative mobile technology product, SIMsePAY

o
India's largest e-commerce company Flipkart has completed ten years in the strong
e-commerce market in India since its inception in 2007, as part of its ten-year celebrations
launched a scheme Big10 under which it gave its employees chance to be ‘CEO of one day’
o
Canara Bank, a public sector bank, has embarked upon an ambitious project of
upgrading the bandwidth at all its branches to 2 Mbps in partnership with BSNL.
o
To make on-boarding easy for new sellers, E-commerce major Amazon India has
launched an initiative called 'Amazon Classroom', a virtual training programme to help teach
them the nuances of online selling.
o
PM Narendra Modi and Paytm founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma are the only two
Indians named in TIME magazine's 100 Most Influential People list 2017 published in April.
o
In March, 2017 Amazon.com Inc. has agreed to buy Dubai-based online retailer
Souq.com, betting that e-commerce in the Middle East is poised to take off.
o
Tata Sons on Thursday appointed Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) Chief Executive
Natarajan Chandrasekaran as its new chairman.The decision came about three months after
the $100-billion conglomerate in October ousted Cyrus Mistry and appointed Ratan Tata as
its interim chairman
o
Bharti Airtel got approvals from the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI),
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and National Stock Exchange of India (NSE) in Jue 2017 for the
proposed scheme of merger with Telenor (India) Communications Private Ltd.
o
Telecom giant Verizon has acquired Yahoo’s core business for $4.48bn (£3.51m),
thus ending Yahoo’s two-decade long run as an independent company. Verizon is the No.1
wireless operator in the US.
o
Axis bank acquires Freecharge from Snapdeal for Rs. 385 crore in an all-cash deal and
appointed Sangram Singh as its CEO in October, 2017.
o
Airtel Payments Bank, India's first payments bank has announced a strategic
partnership with Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL). There are around 14,000
HPCL fuel stations will act as banking points for Airtel Payments Bank.
o
American Internet giant, Google India said that it has reached a milestone of 100,000
villages with its Internet Saathi programme which was launched as a pilot in Rajasthan in
July 2015 along with Tata Trusts. Google will also be expanding the program in two new
states - Haryana and Bihar.
o
Lego tops this year's roster of top CSR companies with 74.4 RepTrak points, having
jumped from its fifth place showing last year. The annual study, released yesterday, is

compiled by the Reputation Institute (RI), a Boston-based reputation-management
consulting firm.
o
According to Forbes, Jack Ma, the founder of the leading e-commerce giant, Alibaba,
in China, was worth $37.4 billion making him Asia's richest person 2017.
o
Bridgestone India, a subsidiary of the world's largest tyre and rubber company and a
Worldwide Olympic Partner, has announced a partnership with ace badminton player and
Olympic silver medallist, P.V. Sindhu to be the company's first brand ambassador.

o
Ashish kumar Chauhan has been re-appointed as the new Managing Director and
CEO of Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) for the period of 5 years from November 2, 2017 to
November 1, 2022.
o
The company which has signed an agreement to acquire business oriented social
networking service LinkedIn for $26.2 billion: Microsoft
o
In 2016, The Housing Development Finance Corporation (HDFC) became the first
Indian company to issue rupee-denominated bonds “masala bonds” on London Stock
Exchange (LSE).
o
Hindustan Copper Limited inaugurates country's first facility to produce nickel.
Before that, Nickel was totally imported from other countries.
o
Fortune magazine has named the co-founder and CEO of the biggest social
networking site Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg as Business Person of the Year, 2016.
o
E-commerce giant Amazon has launched its global startup program ‘Launchpad’ in
India. The program will enable Indian startups to sell their products overseas.
o
Star India acquired digital as well as media rights for Indian Premier League for a
term of five years 2018-2023 with a whooping bid of Rs. 16,347.50 crore on September 4,
2017. the previous 10-year bid for TV rights only was bought by Sony at Rs. 8200 crore in
2008.
o
TCS (Tata Consultancy Services) appeared in Fortune's annual list of the Top 50
companies that are changing the world. It is the only Indian Company that made to the list.
TCS is ranked number 30 on the list. TCS's mKRISHI App is one of the important reasons that
got TCS into the list. It lets farmers to access customized expert advice, market information
and weather data.
o
Airtel Payments Bank become the first payments bank in India to integrate the
Unified Payments Interface (UPI) on its digital platform.

o
State Bank of India (SBI) is India's most trusted and most popular bank according to a
survey conducted by Brand Finance, a business valuation and strategic consultancy
headquartered in London. On the trust charts, SBI is followed by HDFC Bank and Central
Bank of India whereas on the popularity charts, ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank take the second
and third spots respectively.
o
B.PV Sindhu has been roped in as the brand ambassador of PepsiCo’s sports drink
Gatorade.
o
In November, Vodafone has changed its logo and tagline from 'Power To You' to 'The
Future is exciting
o
German pharmaceutical and chemicals giant Bayer, bought U.S. seed and agricultural
chemical company Monsanto.The combined company would control over a quarter of
global supply of seeds and pesticides
o
After Fox News anchor Gretchen Carlson made public her lawsuit against Roger Ailes,
the chairman and CEO of Fox News, it opened a floodgate of reports about complaints from
several other women that Ailes had allegedly harassed over the years ending the career of
the most successful cable news executive of his generation.

Current Affairs: Sports

•
Amjyot Singh Gill becomes first Indian to be drafted in NBA G League, set to play for
Oklahoma City Blue.
•

Cristiano Ronaldo Tops the Forbes Rich List of Sport Stars.

•

Gaganjeet Bhullar Clinches Macao Open Golf Title 2017.

•

Kidambi Srikanth lifts Denmark Open Super series Trophy 2017.

•

Asia Cup Hockey 2017: India Beat Malaysia to Lift Their 3rd Continental Title.

•

Kavita Devi becomes India s First Woman Wrestler to Sign for WWE

•

Mohun Bagan Lift Governor's Gold Cup for 10th Time.

•

Roger Federer beats Rafael Nadal to win the 2017 Shanghai Rolex Masters Final.

•

FIFA Suspends Pakistan Football Federation.

•

Gurusaidutt Wins Bulgarian International Tournament

•

National Award for Indian Boxing Coach Gurbax Singh Sandhu.

•

Iceland, Smallest Country to Qualify for Football World Cup 2018

•

Rafael Nadal Wins China Open Title.

•
Title

Anupama Ramachandran Clinches World Open Under-16 Snooker Championship

•

India wins its First Ever Wushu World Championship Gold.

•

Halle Open title winner - Roger Federer (Switzerland).

•

Australia Open Super Series badminton title - Kidambi Srikanth (India)

•

Indonesia Open Super Series badminton title - Kidambi Srikanth.

•

Association of Tennis Professionals ATP world rankings(Top 3) O Andy Murray

O Rafael Nadal
O Stanislas Wawrinka
•

The French Open 2017 Winners

O Men's Singles Open Title - Rafael Nadal (Spain)
O Women's Singles Open Title - Jelena Ostapenko (Latvia)
O Mixed Doubles title - Rohan Bopanna (India) and Gabriela Dabrowski (Canada)
•

Virat Kohli becomes No.1 ranked ODI batsman.

•

Team India creates world record for most 300-plus scores (96 times) in ODIs.

•

Anil Kumble resigns as Head Coach of Indian Cricket team.

•

Muttiah Muralidaran becomes first Sri Lankan to be inducted into ICC Hall of Fame.

•

West Indies cricket team s official name changed to WINDIES.

•

Lewis Hamilton won the Canadian Grand Prix.

•

Jitu Rai-Heena Sidhu clinch gold medal in ISSF World Cup.

•
Srinivas Gokulnath becomes 1st Indian Cyclist to finish solo Race across America
(RAAM).
•
Ankush Dahiya (60kg) clinched a gold medal in Ulaanbaatar Cup boxing tournament
in Mongolia.
•

Bhumika Sharma wins Miss World title in bodybuilding championship.

•
India s Ramkumar Ramanathan lifted the ITF (International Tennis Federation) men’s
Futures tennis title.
•

ISSF Junior World Championship held in Suhl, Germany.

•

B Sai Praneeth has clinched the Thailand Open Grand Prix Gold badminton title.

•

Real Madrid first to win back-to-back UEFA Champions League titles.

•

2020 Olympic games will be held in Tokyo.

•

Virat Kohli, the only Indian in top 100 of Forbes list of World’s highest paid athletes.

•

Mumbai Indians win IPL title for third time.

•
Indian fencer Bhavani Devi has become the first Indian to win a gold medal in an
international fencing event.
•
•

CEAT International Cricketer of the Year award – R Ashwin.
Alexander Zverev win Italian Open title by defeating Novak Djokovic

•

Bengaluru FC wins Federation Cup football tournament

•

Lewis Hamilton has wins Spanish Grand Prix

•

Arjun Maini became first Indian to win a GP3 race

•

Rafael Nadal has won his 5th Madrid Open title

•
VVS Laxman awarded with an honorary life membership by the Marylebone Cricket
Club (MCC).
•

Jhulan Goswami becomes world's highest wicket-taker in Women s ODIs

•
22nd Asian Athletics Championships scheduled to be held at the Kalinga Stadium in
Bhubaneshwar from July 6 to 9, 2017.
•

Sachin Tendulkar conferred with Fellowship Award in UK.

•

Great Britain wins Sultan Azlan Shah Cup hockey tournament.

•

Joshna Chinappa becomes first Indian to win Asian Squash title.

•

Rafael Nadal Clinches his 10th Barcelona Open Title

•

Russian Grand Prix 2017 winner - Valtteri Bottas

•
Jehan Daruvala becomes 1st Indian to take pole in FIA Formula 3 European
Championship
•

Monte Carlo Masters Tennis tournament 2017 O Men's Singles - Rafael Nadal

Men's doubles - Rohan Bopanna and Pablo Cuevas

•
Gayatri Pullela has bagged both the singles and doubles crown at the Pembangunan
Jaya Raya Junior Grand Prix in Jakarta
•

Bahrain Grand Prix 2017 - Sebastian Vettel

•

Singapore Open Badminton Men's singles Title - Sai Praneeth

•

Asian Billiards Championship 2017 (held in Chandigarh) winner - Pankaj Advani

•

2017 Chinese Grand Prix winner - Lewis Hamilton

•

2017 Australian Grand Prix winner - Sebastian Vettel

•
Indian boxer K Shyam Kumar won a gold medal at Thailand International
Tournament in Bangkok.
•

India Open Badminton title 2017 winner - P V Sindhu (World Number 2 rank)

•

PepsiCo ropes in PV Sindhu as brand ambassador

•
Cheteshwar Pujara has become the first Indian batsman to face 500-plus balls in Test
Innings
•

Tamil Nadu wins Vijay Hazare Trophy (Domestic).

•

ATP Indian Wells Masters title winner - Roger Federer (Switzerland)

•

All England Open badminton championship Men's Singles - Lee Chong Wei (Malaysia)

•

Hero Indian Open title - SSP Chawrasia (Indian golfer)

•

Ashwin, Jadeja jointly ranked number one in ICC Test rankings

•

BCCI Annual Awards for 2015-16 Winners

Col CK Nayudu Lifetime Achievement Award - Rajinder Goel, Padmakar Shivalkar
BCCI Lifetime Achievement Award for women - Shantha Rangaswamy
Polly Umrigar Award - Virat Kohli
•

Dilip Sardesai Award - Ravichandran Ashwin

•

Brasil Open tennis title - Pablo Cuevas (Uruguay)

•

Dubai Tennis Championship 2017 - Andy Murray (Britain)

•

International Shooting Sports Federation (ISSF) World Cup

Held in New Delhi
China (6 Gold, 6 Silver) – 1st Place
India (1 Gold, 2 Silver, 2 Bronze) – 5th Place
Jitu Rai, Heena Sidhu won Gold Medal in 10m air pistol event.
•

ATP Mexico Open 2017 tennis tournament - Sam Querrey

•

Miami Open 2017 Singles Winner - Roger Federer (Switzerland)

•

India's S V Sunil named player of the year for 2016 in Asian Hockey Awards

•
India s off-spinner Ravichandran Ashwin received Garfield Sobers Trophy for being
named the ICC Cricketer of the Year as well as the ICC Test Cricketer of the Year.
•

FIFA under-17 World Cup Final will be held in Kolkata.

•

Ankur Mittal wins gold in double trap at ISSF World Shotgun Championship.

•
•

Sports Current Affairs 2017 Pdf – February Month
ESPN cricinfo annual Awards

Captain of the Year - Virat Kohli
Test Batting Performance of the Year - Ben Stokes
Test Bowling performance of the year – Stuart Broad
ODI Batting Performance of the year - Quinton de Kock O T20 Performance of the year Carlos Brathwaite
•

2019 Combined World Cup for shooting will be held in New Delhi, India

•
Virat Kohli became the first Indian sports person to strike a Rs.100-crore
endorsement deal with a single brand (Puma).
•
Mumbai based Kush Bhagat has been awarded the Candidate Master (CM) title by
the World Chess Federation
•

New Zealand Grand Prix Winner - Jehan Daruvala (Indian)

•
Indian off-spinner Ravichandran Ashwin became the fastest cricketer to take 250
wickets in Test matches.
•

T20 Blind World Cup 2017 Winner - India

•

FIFA Under-17 World Cup 2017
Host Country - India
Mascot - Kheleao

•

National Badminton Championship 2017
Held in Patna
Men s Singles title - Sourabh Verma
Women's Singles title - Rituparna Das

•

India will host the World Billiards Championship for the next four years.

•

Alastair Cook has resigned as England Test captain, Joe Root to succeed him.

•
India to host FIBA Women's Asia Cup basketball tournament at Bengaluru in July,
2017.
•

Virat Kohli features in latest cover star of Wisden Cricketers' Almanack.

•

Cueist Pankaj Advani wins the Indian National Snooker Championship 2017

•

India s Lakshya Sen becomes World No.1 Junior Badminton player

•
2017 Syed Modi International Grand Prix Gold
PV Sindhu (Women s Singles)
Sameer Verma (Men s Singles)
•

Australian Open 2017

Men’s Singles Winner - Roger Federer (Switzerland)
Women’s Singles Winner – Serena Williams (USA)
•

Olympic Games 2020 will be held in Tokyo, Japan

•

Pro Wrestling League 2 Winners - Punjab Royals

•

FIFA Coach of the Year 2016 - Claudio Ranieri(currently, FC Nantes )

•

All India Football Federation (AIFF) Player of the Year 2016 - Jeje Lalpekhlua

•

ICC Awards 2016

ICC Cricketer of the Year, ICC Test cricketer of the Year - Ravichandran Ashwin (India)
Captain of the ICC ODI Team of the Year - Virat Kohli (India)
ICC Spirit of Cricket Award at the 2016 - Misbah-Ul-Haq (Pakistan)
•

Kids Golf World Championship Winner - Arjun Bhati

•

BBC Sports Personality of the Year 2016 - Andy Murray (Britain)

•

ITF players of the year 2016 - Andy Murray, Angelique Kerber.

•
Brazil’s player of the year 2016 (posthumously) - Chapecoense goalkeeper Danilo
(who died in the Colombian plane crash).
•

Ballon d'Or award 2016 (best footballer in the world) - Cristiano Ronaldo.

•

Athlete of the Year 2016 award - Usain Bolt.

•

Virender Sehwag Named Kings XI Punjab Brand Ambassador.

•

Australia's T20 International Player of the Year 2016 – Shane Watson.

•
Former Australian cricketers Matthew Hayden and David Boon have been inducted
into the Australian Cricket Hall of Fame.
•
Ex-BCCI president Anurag Thakur elected as head of the Himachal Pradesh Olympic
Association (HPOA).
•

Saina Nehwal wins Malaysian Masters Grand Prix Gold 2017 tournament.

•
Mithali Raj (India) broke the world record of Charlotte Edwards (England) to become
the highest run getter in Women Cricket ODIs.
•

Lewis Hamilton won the British GP.

•

Wimbledon 2017 Results.
Men's singles: (Switzerland) R. Federer O Women's singles: (Spain) G Muguruza
Mixed doubles: (England) J Murray / (Switzerland) Martina Hingis

•

India and Host England in the Finals - ICC Women's Cricket World Cup 2017.

•

Real Madrid Won EUFA Champions League 2017.

•

Canadian Grand Prix 2017: Winner is Lewis Hamilton

•
The National Basketball Association Championship 2017, the NBA Finals was won by
Golden State Warriors.
•

Roland-Garros French Open 2017 Results: O Men's singles: (Spain) Rafael Nadal
Women's singles: (Latvia) Jeļena Ostapenko

•

Germany beats Chile to win 2017 FIFA Federations Cup

•

Roger Federer wins ninth Halle open title.

•

Lasith Malinga gets one year ban, fined for media remarks.

•

Google Doodle celebrates 140 years of Wimbledon championship.

•
•

Indian national team rises t 96th in FIFA rankings, second highest ever.
Valterri Bottas(Mercedes) wins 2017 Australian Grand Prix.

•

2017 Asian Athletics Championships: India creates history, tops medal tally.

•

Ravi Shashtri is the new coach of Indian cricket team.

•

Bharat Arun appointed as Team India s new bowling coach.

•

England beats India to win ICC Women Cricket World Cup 2017.

•

Hs Pranoy wins 2017 Open Grand Prix Gold Badminton title.

•

2017 FIBA Women s Asia Cup: India beat Kazakhstan to clinch Division B Crown.

•

Sebastian Vettel wins 2017 Hungarian Formula One Grand Prix.

•

Summer Olympics: Los Angeles to host 2028 Games, Paris gets 2024.

•

Real Madrid beats Manchester United to win 2017 UEFA Super Cup.

•

Legendary sprinter Usain Bolt retires.

•

Alexander Zverev beats Roger Federer to win 2017 Rogers Cup.

•

Real Madrid beats Barcelona to win 2017 Spanish Super Cup.

•
Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award to be conferred to hockey player Sardar Singh and
para athlete Devendra.
•

Wayne Rooney (England) retires from international football.

•

England to host 2018 International Table Tennis Federation Team World Cup.

•

Nozomi Okuhara wins World Badminton Championship; PV Sindhu settles for silver.

•

Lewis Hamilton wins 2017 Belgian Grand Prix.

•

India wins South Asian Football federation U-15 Championship.

•

Cristiano Ronaldo wins UEFA Men s Player of the year award.

•

Vice President Venakaiah Naidu launches National Sports Talent Search Portal .

•

Hockey India sacks head coach Roelant Oltmans.

•

MS Dhoni becomes first wicketkeeper to have 100 stumpings in ODI cricket.

•
Amritpal Singh creates history, becomes first Indian to be signed by Australian
Basketball team.
•
•

Rafael Nadal wins US Open for his 16th Grand Slam title.
Sloane Stephens wins US Open Women s Singles.

•

BAI to confer first Lifetime Achievement award on Prakash Padukone.

•
Devendra Fadnavis launches Maharastra Mission 1 million initiative under which
over 1o lakh students across the state will play football.
•

PV Sindhu beats Nozomi Okuhara to win 2017 Korea Open Super Series.

•

French anti-doping laboratory suspended by WADA.

•
•

Rafael Nadal wins China Open 2017- his 6th ATP title of the year.
Iceland makes history, qualifies for World Cup.

•

Ashish Nehra bids adieu to all forms of cricket.

•

India s Women Hockey team lifts Hockey Asia Cup after 13 years.

•

Asian Boxing Championship: Mary Kom wins gold in 48 kg category.

•

HS Pranoy, Saina Nehwal become new national champions.

•

Mirabai Chanu wins gold at World Weighlifting Championship.

•

India wins first ever South Asian Regional Badminton Team Championship

